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3. 
Relation of ?uocinia ^'raainis, Per, and 
'Pucoinia Coronsita Corda to Avena Species. 
B. U, Bietz 
Introduction. 
In thase further atudiss cf the two rusts of oats, 
Puocinia. graroinig Per* and coronata Corda two phaoes 
have rftoeived apecial oonaidefation, the relation of 
H h a r a n i i u j  a p a o i e a  t o  o c r o n a t a  a n d  t h e  i n h e r i t a n c e  o f  
reaiatance to ^  gratninio. The r'dle of the Amarican 
apQcieo of RharsnuB to oats needs to be made perfectly 
clear in order to understand the spidoisplogy of Pucoinia 
coronata. Further data, on the response of eight addi­
tional Rhamnuf? apecisB to Puecinia coronata> the distrib­
ution of these spacies, and the prevalence of aecidisl 
infection, were necesoary. 
The investigations of crown rust, of which the res­
earch covered by this thasie is a portion, are conducted 
by the Office of Cereal Inventigations. Bureau of Plant 
Industry, United S%tos Bapartrnant of Agriculture, in 
oooperation with the aection of Plant Pathology of tha 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. The writer wishes 
to axpresa his thanks and appreciation to Dr. I. S. Mel-
hu8, for suggestions and constructive criticisms during 
the progress of the work and for much aaoistance in the 
preparation of the laanuBoript; also to the many aeeist-
anta ^ho helped to gather these data. 
3, 
Sucb biological etutiies of this rust haf% pre ceded 
its cot^iRidaration from the stand point of Inheritaiioe of [ 
rosiatanco to P. coroaata and P. RrawAnls. this 
paper only the renponaa of P* a rare in is la (liscJi'^Tsad. The — 
production of rssintant varietieo by hybridization ha® 
been recognized aa an effective isethod of checking plant 
diseaseR since Darvrin (il) produced potatoes reaistant 
to Phytoi'hthora infestana. In this country Or ton (39) 
first racomrasnded the production of reaiatant variotias 
by croeaing. Tha production of rust resistant cereals 
has had a cositinually increasing intara^t since 1838 when 
Farrer (19) showed that susoentibility to rust waa inher­
ited. It was not until 1921, however, that (Jarber (20) 
showed that resistance in c^^ts to Puootnia grarainis avenae 
waB dominant ojid due to a single factor difference. 
The first chapter of this paper deala with studies cai 
tha relation of tho alternants hoots of Puccinia coronata 
with spooial reference to their response to infection under 
laboratory coiviitions and the prevalence of aecidial in­
fection, the diassmination of aecidiosporsB and Bubsequent 
spread of uredosporsf? in the field. The second chapter 
deals with a study of the inheritance of resistance to 
Puccinia Fsraminls avenae. 
4. 
I, i3.t<srnate Hcata of Puoclaia ooronata Corda» 
I«ltQrature> 
Ths European workers have been greatly interented 
in the alternate hoato of crown ruBt (PUGGInia ooronata 
Cor da) aincs 1866 when D<? Bsry (13) discovered that 
Bhamnua cat hart lea harbored tho aeoidial s^tage. He 
showed by inoculation Bxperiiaentg made in the opon that 
crown rust developed Its ascidium on Rhamnua franKula* 
The source of his teleutoopore material ia not stated. 
At the same tiae he re\-^ort0 that the sporidia were able 
to enter tho leaves of both R. fran^ula and R. oathartioa. 
The leaves of the^e latter apacieo were picked frosi tho 
plants and held in water which precluded the subaequsnt 
developnsent of the aecidia, Aeoidioeporea were so^n on 
oat-9, ryo, and wheat, but tha uredospore generation failed 
to develop. 
Hieleen (37) completed the cycle so well begun by 
De Bary. Ho tooii the ai.ecidio©poreB from R. cathartica 
and caused infection on Lolium Tserenno and with the urecto~ 
spores transferred the rust to oats. It should be noted 
in pasBing that Uielsen wat? aware of the ereoia-iiz'^-tion 
manifested by the ruBt toward the two species of RliaiDnua. 
5. 
BB,fB it la a question whetiier thare are one or two 
orown rusts and that his raaults tend to show that the 
latter is? tru®, but he has not had opportunity to test 
it out "by sKperimentg. Cornii (9) was possibly the first 
to prociuos the uradosipore generation on oatB directly 
by ir.oans of aecidiospores taken from Rhajsnus oatharfcios.. 
^lowright (43) brought forth still further evidence 
showing that there wars a marked spec isli sat ion of the 
cro?fn rust organiam toward frangula and g?. oathartioa* 
writss as folloiss: "I have found, by nuiserouB cul-
turaa, that ths teleutoaporea from Daotvllfl glcsaerata 
and Feetuoa Bvlvatioa roadlly produced ths a.9Cidiura on 
R» franRuIa. but 1 have failed to produoe on R. fran,tula 
the aacidium from the teisutosporef? on Loliua reranne, 
I think two spvjclst? are confounded under the name P. car-
onata•" 
Ect-rly in the nineties of the last century Klebahn 
(30) carried on cultural ©xporimonto a hewing that the con 
tention of Kiclsan (37) and T'lwright (43) wafi correct 
and further that the ti^o rusta used two different Qpscies 
of Rhamnus an thoir alternate hosts. The one going to 
Rh3.fnnuB fran^ula^ ha called ^uocinia cor onata (Cor da) 
6 • 
Kleb, and th>;3 one going to oatiaartlpa and othor 
R'namnuJ? apscien '^ucoinia coronifera Kleb. I4atsr, Kl8b~ 
ami (39) by cultural oxparimentB 3bowed QOfs© of the host 
plants of the two rusts iand tbcir jsorrholc^ical diff­
erences, The most tangible distlaguishing morphologioal 
differenos that he found in the macroscopic appoar~ 
aace of the telsutoapore sorii this, however ma not 
alviiaypi oonntant, Th-a sori of P> ooroiiifera wore broadsr, 
GT^eoent 8l:apa and Sjrrangad in a circle about the uredo-
spora 9orus. In P. ooronata the sori ^er© stafxiier^ 
scattarod ao sjsall irregular npots, 
Eriksson (16 and 1?) in 1894 and 1897 showed that 
toleutosporeo of croivn rust of catn would infect Rhaonut? 
oathartica readily. R. Eran-iifolia and ainlfolia very 
oparingly SJid frangula not at all. 
Sahlethaler (33) has nsade the mOist sxtens^ive teata 
to date on. tha ausosftibility of different srscies of 
Rharanu8» Ha raade ao^ingn «ith four biologic foriss of 
PuGoinia oororilferg^. P. himalansia. a new npsoiea on C^l-
amagroatis varia and ^coinia ooro^iata on 13 spsoies of 
RhamnuB with the rasultfj shown in table XIII. 
It ij? intsreBting to note according to Mflhlsthaler 
7. 
that aoaa one oi' the four 'oioiogic forciB of Puaoiola oor-
onlfera. Klsb. may me at least 6 different; areoisB of 
RhamBua, Rbag;Bub catha,rtica. utilia. R. dahurioa. hort., 
1^. saxattlir^ u., R, iaeretina hort, and alaternus L. , 
Q. oallfornicg ^Ischooh, franp:ulR.. L., arxd R. purohlana 
D. C. Tha g^)rtU3 Rhamnus has been divided into four div­
isions, ^haro n. catharticPv occurs In tha fir^t division ;' 
i'"' 
and fran^.ula in tho fourth. ^uccinia ooronifara Kieb , i  
1 
prafsra the suDtiivirjion to w^4oh Rhamnu'? cathartioa bs-
longs whils Puocinia coronata (Corda) Kleb. aeom to 
favor thd subdivisions to ^hich Rhamrma frangula belongs. 
However, it should be psint'sd out that the t'^NO species 
of crosTi rust as defined by Klfjbahn laay uee the sarse a^i^cias 
of Rharanua in t'«fo oaae?i, ^anmu?? iraQreti^ia hort. and 
alatsrnua L. Rsgardiean of thifi fact, Kflhlethaler sees 
fit to divide ^uccinia corcng.t.a Corda into five species, 
coronifgra Kleb. > P. hiaalenoig (Barcl) Diet., P, alpin-
ae-ooronata nov, sr. and f. ccrcaata (Corla) Klab. P. cor­
ona t a Corda s. lat.j threi,} of which use the Baree alternate 
heat and nho?( no dintinguir.hing sorphologioai differences. 
Trabcux (-SS) haa more recently studied th© relation 
of variou?} biologic forms of crown ruat to Hhaninun in 
6. 
Ru3Bia where either ^hatsnus catl-artloa or fran.Rula 
axe abiseat in oerteiii looalitior,, la such oaoes he 
found that the asoidiospores} froa R. oat hart ioa irii'eotecl 
Agroatia stolonifera. g&lagi&Rrostia arunilinacea. arid 
Phalarla arundinacQa ^>11 oX whioh ar-?; iioted as hosts 
for ruocinla ccroaata by Kltbahr. and Mfihiethaler. Cik 
the oth^r htiiid in loc8,litien ishere gniy HhaEiKuiB frti.u.n.ula 
occurs two of thg hosts cf T'uqclnia coronifera were iji-
fsc-tdd «-ith P. ooronata; naraaiy ARroa^tis alba aiid ^oa 
rratsnois. In the- light of his inoeuiation experirnezits, 
using both the ur^sdo and aecidic^jporets, Treboux (45 ) ccn~ 
eludes that the existenc-s oX oharply carked bialogioal 
form?, having their aaoidial stagsn on either Hhansnus 
cathartica or R- frartprula. in to ba doubted. It vt-oulii 
appear that the biologic forma are not as fixad in Russia 
aa rsportad by Klebahn (3S) ami Mfihlethaler (36). 
In America; Arthur and Holway (s) v?erQ the first to 
study the rslation of HhajsriUo species to Puocinict ccron-
ata. In 189S thsy socurod aeoidioapore?? on PhRisnua laB-
cePlata,, when it had basn exposed to infection is'ith tel-
outoeiporag on ft vena BRtivs.. Six yearn later Carleton (10) 
was abla to infoct Phalarta caroliniana •witb aecidio-
sporeB froes RharfflUf; 1-a.ncsolata. Xii i9C5 Arthur (3) 
fousd that aeciviiospcres froa n. Xanceolata. catha.r~ 
tlca, and caro-lialana infected A yen a nativa. end 
sovan ysarH later infected Rhannui^ aXnifoIia with tel-
QutosTorea froes C5-laff!ap.rc3tl5 canadencits* 
Kslhua and Durreil (34) confirnied tho inf«ctian 
rsBultB of A.^tbur and O'i'rleton on P.hamnoo alnifolia.. 
I carol in l&aa. cathartics and lB.nceolata. Molhua et j  -ri -  • -  I  I  I  I  •  • •  
al (35)  Bhowsd that Kltsbafcn'n division of Pucoinia cor-
on&ta into t*ffO gpeoi©:?^ 0or00ata and corg^iforai 
based OR the reaponBe of Qharanw oathartioa «'Wid H. fran-
i Rula waH not juotii'iabie in Amsrica, 
j Although a Hhaic-nus apooisc may bs suBOQptible unde.r 
\ 
i greenhouao conditioriB, ito icsportaiiCis an an oltemate 
I boat of T\iooinia oorcnata dspends to 3 great sxtsnt upcn 
; itn ability to infect oato in tha open. Littlo v?ork has 
bddii dons on this problois. HowQver, as early an 1894 
Hennirjg, in Sweden (35) observed that R. oathartioa was 
i 
1 daxigerouo to o&ts becauas of itf5 rslaticn to orown rust. 
f.o?na yearc! later, (S?) h© waa firmly opposed to planting 
thiB shrub as ha feared epidemics of P. oorcnata similar 
to those in ^ariaaiiy, Denmark and Uruguay. Ten Bpaciea 
10. 
Oi RhaaniiB Phowsd 30fj>e -degxoe of Infejction Kith at 
least one opaoialized forn ot ^uccinla ooroaata* In a 
later report (13) it wan ahowji that aeoiciioisporea might 
cauae infection on oat?^ at a dlBtance of one and one 
half, Ths subsequent of uredonporea was traosd 
5 3 railas frc.-n the infectad h«c3ge. 
This chapter deals \vith the raivponnc of aight adc]-
itional j^pecies cf i=th.amnus as ^vall r{p, the role of 5a. 
oathartica and lanoaolfita in initiating, loosl and ger;-
eral STidsmiCfi of Puov-;inia coronata in th;-: Miss-
1 
I ianipri Valloy. 
Rharsnun Sr^cisa and Tg-leutospore Materi-r,!, 
i Since the report in ISSS (35) six riRtive and two 
i Furopeaji specien of Rharnrius have bscc«e ^.vailabls for 
alternato boot ptudie'a. Hrecie'? o£ Ceanoihuv), Bdrchajnia, 
and SiayphuiJ, all gener^i of tha family RhC'-mnaceas, to-
ger^h^r ^ith tv/o opaoloT oi' Lopargyrt^fx havs bssen col'l^^cted 
to delerrr-ino their re.iponno to toloutCTporeB of '^uccinia 
eorcnata. The- teused during 1933 and ISS-I 
on h'VeuB. ;-mti?a.. C?. 1 ariiarrrobtib cHn^ideio or Fet? tuoa 
alatior. 
Hha^nnuB ilicifoliun. Kcliof^fi, io native; to eoutbarn 
Oalifcrnia^ aivd abuiidsaI cn Aiigel Islajid v/hssr© 
it often rftachee a haivxht oi 10-13 feet. It is vory 
ilar to R. crocaa "but differs fros: the latter in its 
arborebus habit, gray bark and larger lg?ivs3 and fruit. 
Hhamnu^ rubra, Oresne, i3 listed ar> a variety of R. 
oallfornica bv Treidasc (46). Oreane (sl) however, thinks 
I it a iiccd «YOoie:j; v.itioe itB adsdo sra only half as large 
I --a those of c-^lifornica, and th-^y are alRc dscidsdly 
t 
I naryQ^sd at tho base. Thg bark cf the plaiits used in 
i 
' thesa QxperiicsntB had a de-spsr red color than those of 
i  
I R. cp-lifornica. Thi.r? Hpecien? is cortifficn in Californis sa-
i  
i poci^lly in Butte County, Tormit %^ng,o tetwsan upper "ode. 
i Spring?; iind ?^ha«?ta T^etrsat. 
RhaainuB navadensta Hr;l3on, is natiTs to Ksvada. It 
t 
; is vary similar to oalifcrnioa but hae rjcsi-coriacaous 
leaves and short oalyx lobes, and saGK«3 much hardier undsr 
i Iowa conditions. 
Hb-'5.a;im3 mchyrhvlla. Heller, native to California h&s 
! a limited distribution. It has a tLick felt-like leaf 
ifitb 'ill «ntlr3 rrr-irgin. rsinetcrua Heller alno haa a 
rather limited diatribution in California. 
Hhamnaa dahurioa. Pallao, ie a cultivated ohrub from 
13, 
India to northern Asia. Ita bark is used in the man­
ufacture of Chinase gresn indigo. This nhrub is becom­
ing common in landscaping seotiono having severe winters. 
Hhamnus tiiiotoria. faldst and Kit, ia native to 
Europe and Asia SJinor. It too, is uned in the manu­
facture of dye, 
CaanothUG aBieriQamci L,, comBicnly called Hew Jersey 
Tea, growB in dry woocilandn and gravelly shoret? froro 
central Mains to western Ontario and nouthward through 
I Iowa, Arthur (5} rsports a cromi ruat aeoidlua on this 
i 
I shrub. 
i 
Barcheaia soandenB (Hill) Trel. is a climbing plant 
I growing in damp soila from Virginia to Miaaouri and fiouth-
I ward. Tha sterna are tough and litha> whence the popular 
I name, J5uppl9-jack. 
Two western shrubs, Lerargyrea canadensis Oreana and 
I L. argontea have been exposed to crown rust infection by 
Arthur (4)  to determine whether they were alternate hosts, 
1 Both of thasQ speciae have a ®ido distribu ion in north-
I 
' eaatern United ?5tateo and Canada, running Bouthward to 
: northern No?* Maxico in the Hooky Mountain region. 
The «ourooa of tha speoies jaentioned above were: 
« 
Hhansnun dahurlca. seed from buehea on campuo 
at Ames, 
Rhatnnua lliclfolla. from California, 
Rhaiiinua yaohyfhvllat fros Cnlifornia, collected 
by A. A. Heller. 
Rhatmua pinetorum. collected by h. A. Heller in 
California. 
Hharmun rubra, Oollocted by A» A. Hsller in Cal~ 
ifornia. 
^^hasaius tinotoria.. fron- Europe. 
^^ha.fflnur' Ti9Yadgnn la. frcrc Issvada. 
LemrHyrea arRontia. Paaoaa Springs, Colorado. 
Lemrgyrea oanadensia> Pagosa Spriagn, Colorado. 
Ceartothuo aroerioanus > AmsB, lom-i. 
Barchemia ooender^:^» fJouthern Alabama. 
Sizvphuc? Ivcioidev^-. Southern A1 abarr;a. 
Considerable difficulty was at firat axrerienoed in 
over wintering, ther-c plants. Since thoy were only needed 
for about six wej^ks in tha spring for inooulation purposas, 
thay were planted in IS inch pota and taken outside th© 
latter part of Juna. These pots wars set about 3 inches 
below the ground lina. The plants ^ore allowed to harden 
off in the fall, aftsr isrhioh they sere covered -nith six 
14, 
inohas of straw axid I'sflsaiasd outaide until ths lirnt of 
March. They w#jra kspti in a cold rc-cs; (45 *^-^5) for 
thraa ^e^kfs and then orovviiai by ffiee-ivs of fertilizer nnd 
heat, It secmn to be importaiit that thesQ plaritr. be 
started slowly when brought in the greenhouse^ m over 
50 percent of th-^ra died vvhsn taken directly into a hsated 
groerihou55« . Another np.tinfac terry method of securing 
succulent growth for nrring inoculation to pl«nt 
Rhamnu^^ Rfted in the greenhoijai? in Kovsruber. Boedo of 
Rharnuus ds-burica > l;jjice Plata. cathartic a. R. cal­
if ortiicri., purahlana and R. alnlfoli;.^ £e7riin:?.to<i 
strongly if gatherf^a in ih» fall ?vid planter! before tlis 
fruit 'yac> dried. Propagation by laaanr? of outtlna^^ rroved 
unnatifsfactory unisr ocnditicnc here at Amss. 
ClanHifieation of Infection on Altsrnevte IIostB. 
Tho Histhods of eecuring; infoction and tho subss luent 
claDMiriCftticn cf f3uch infection isrere the satas as dles-
cribsd saxlier. ( ). In poaitivo trialn on %?.a3nuts 
opeoies, four dtsgreee of iafootion were distinguiohed, 
naaelyt 
1. Naorctic arsaa, no aporulation. 
3. Normal pycnidia, no aecidia. 
15. 
3. Ncrmal sni few a<9cidia. 
4« Hormal pycnidia. smd ascirUa. 
In the studies? on Rhp-mnus infecticr^j the degree of 
infaction if? always efecifier? in tnrxvB of I to 4, The 
degree of irjfecticn, 1, resulted when the cerim tube of 
the f^poridium etitered the leaf, and c&UBed etiols-tod 
light ysllo-tsr ufiually Burrcundiag a dead center 
«?itb nc fcrca of s?porulaticn. Infecticii, 2, gave iJcrmaX 
ryoriidial development^ but little or no evidsnce of 
aeci'-ii^il cur fcraation. Infscticn 3, ohowed noxRai 
r.ycnidia and few aaoidia, ?>ix infect ion yan clan;;;ified 
4, wb'jn profuse normal pycnidla and afloidia formod. 
Snvircncciit, aspeeially relative hurcidity and terer-
araturs played an important p«irt in dBterFiiTiiTi;? ifhetbefr 
Q Pharsnua host developed an infection of 3 or 4. A high 
hiiffiidity and a t-arr-.peraturo of about SO^C allowed prcfune 
devslopiasrit of aecidiai cupB on nuBcertibls Rharr.nuB 
nrecisa. Inhei'ent rather th-^n envircnmental cauasa were 
probably njcre responoible in d-stsraining whsthsr an in­
fection was clasBifiod a:;; 2 cr 3. 
The tQleutor.pore iiiaterial colleotad on Avena sativa 
in the Fall of 1933, did not gerninc-te. More Fspores wore 
gathered at CharleH City, Iowa, and various plaoei? in 
16. 
Illinois, -ft-hich gave a low peTcentag© of garminatioii. 
j Tho teleutosporea o;i Galamagrostio oftnadenaia frota Ind-
1 
ianola, Iowa and Canada germinated strong vjhile those 
from Iron Hivor, Wisoonaiii gave only a amall percentags 
I 
I of germination. Teleutosporaa on Fegtuca elatjor were 
[ 
collected at Ansae. During 1934, tcisutosporea on oats 
wera collected at Anies and Manonville, Iowa, 
The germination of the teleutosporea in the spring 
waa influsnosd by the msthod of overwiiitarins* Teleut-
ooporaa on CalaciagrofltlB canadenata germinated strong 
regardlsss of the method used but those on A vena sativa. 
Feotuoa elatior and Hotholcua lanatue when isft standing 
in the fisld and collected in the spring. 
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Table I. 
Infection experiments on apeoies of Rhamnus 
with Puccinia coronata from 1922 to 19S4. 
• / 
•'* : tDeeree Infection 1923 Des rea • Infection 1934 
• :T: N f p K T NtF P : N: 
• . /  t- :r; o 1 y 0 r o: 1 y : o: 
Rhamfius: Te leu t -;i: n e c Few r i n:e 0 Few : r; 
3p.3'cie3 5 oaporea :at e 0 n Aec- m a e :e n Aec- ; m: 
:on: :1: k i id- a I :k i id- : a: 
• :3; a d ia. 1 a :b d ia. : 1; 
• 
* 
• * 
• • ' i • •- i m' • « ' ' • 
• • • • 
• • a • a 
ft » 
» • 
• * 
« . 
• • 
« 
• » 
* * 
R.carol- Avena 
iniana sativa 2 2 2 2 
R.carol- Calama-S 2 
iniana groatis 
• canaden-. 
aia. 
R.carol- Festuca 
iniana elatiorS 2 
R.crocea Avona 
sativa 1 1 
R. crooea Calama-
grostis 
cunaden-
sis. 2 2 
R. crocea Fes tuoa 
slatior 1 
R.dahur-
ica. 
Avena 
sativa 5 3 13 4 
R. dahur-
ica. 
Calama-
grostia 
canaden­
sis. 6 
R.dahur-
ica. 
Feetuca 
elatior 2 5 
R.ilici-
folius 
Avena 
ssti va 2 2 2 2 
R.ilioi-
foliuB 
Calama-
grostis 
canad-
ena is 3 3 
R. ilici-
folius 
Fes tuoa 
elatior 1 1 
R. lanc- Avena 
eolata aativa ~ 2 2-
1 8 *  
Table li 
: Degree Infection 1923.:Decree Infection 1924. 
:T;N: F p N : T N F P : U 
;r:o: I y 0 ; r o 1 y : 0 
Rharnnue Teleut-;i In: e c Few r : 1 n e c Few i r 
species ospores ta'.e; c n Aec- m ; a e c n Aec- ! m 
on: :1; t k i id- a ; 1 k 1 id- J a 
is: : s d ia. 1 : 8 B d ia* *• 1 
• * • i • • i • • 
* * f 
• • • 
f * * 
* * * 
a • • 
« « 
a • • i » 
H.lanc- uaiaroa-
eolata grostis 
canaden­
sis 3 3 
R.lanc-
eclata Festuca 
elatior 2 2 
R.pachy-
Thvlla 
A vena 
sativa 1 1 2 1 1 
R. pachy-Calama-
phylla grostiB 
canaden­
sis . 4 4 
R.pachy-
phylia 
Festuca 
elatior 1 1 
R.fine-
torum 
Avena 
sativa 1 1 2 2 
R.pine-
torum 
Calama-
grostis 
canaden-
n is. 2 3 
R.pine-
torum 
Festuca 
elatior 1 1 
R.rubra Avena 
sativa 3 3 o 1 1 
R.rubra Calama-
grostis 
canaden-
sie. 6 6 
R.rubra Festuca 
elatior 2 0 1 
R.Bmithii Avena 
sativa 1 1 2 2 
R, Sciith- Calaraa-
ii grostis 
canaden­
sis . 2 8 
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Table I. 
« DeKree Infection 1933 Dearee Infection 1924. 
T;N Ft P N T: Ri F P  ; N 
r :o i: y 0 r: 0 1. y : 0 
Rhamnus:Teleut- i :n e: c Few r i: n e c Few J r 
's^ecies rospores ale c: n Aec- m  a: e 0: n Aeo-t m 
; on: l; k: i id - a l: k i id- i  a 
s: s: d ia. 1 8: s d ia. : 1 
* 
• 
• : i « • i * • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
« 
• 
• 
t a • » 
• 
• 
a . • 4' 
• 
• 
R. Smith-Fes tuca 
ii elatior 1 1 
R.tinct-Avena 
oria sativa 1 1 
R.tinct-Calaraa-
oria grostis 
canaden­
sis 1 1 
R. tinot-Festuca 
oria elatior 1 0 
Infection Studies with Teleutosporec of Pucoinia coronata. 
Sight species of Rhamnus not previously available were ex­
posed to infection with teleutospores of crown rust. Six of 
these specien have a rather limited distribution in south­
western United States and Mexico, Hhattinus dahurica and R. tin-
ctoria are native to Europe and have not been found escaped 
froffl cultivation here in America. 
Summary Table I. Ten species of Rhamnus were exposed to 
infection 85 times with teleutospores on Avena sativa, Cala-
magrostis canadenHis. and Fentuca elatior. Teleutospores 
from only Avena sativa were used duriiig 133'4. The low mean 
30. 
tsraperature for the season during which inoculations were 
made, gave optimum oonditiona for infection during 1924# 
and ffiay well explain the high percentage of normal in­
fection. Rhamnus caroliniana. R. ilieifolius. R. lanceol-
ata. R. •pachvphvlla. R. t>inetorum. R. rubra, and R. SK-ithii 
were normally infected when exposed to teleutosporea on 
A vena sativa. Ttie failure to secure infection on Rharnnus 
caroliniana. R. dahurica. Rj ilicifoliue, R. pachyphylla. 
and R. rinetorxjg! in 1933 waa probably due to unfavorable 
conditions and small amount of viable teleutospores. These 
species were not exposed to infection until the latter 
part of May and the fore part of June. It io probable 
that Rharnnus orocea would produce a normal type of infect­
ion under more favorable circximstances. 
Mtihlethaler (36) stated that Puccinia himalensis 
(Barcl.) Diet, which had been separated from Puccinia ccr-
onifera Kleb. because it infected Rlisunnua dahurica. was 
perhaps Puccinia coronifera. These data indicate that 
Quch ia true, since teleutospores en Avena sativa infected 
Rhasmus dahurica. Since only one plant of R. nevadensis 
was available, the negative results secured when ejfposing 
it to teleutospores on A vena sativa are not conclusive. 
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The normal Infection on Rhamnua crocea and R. 
Smithil confirmed earlier rea-ults with teleutosporea on 
CalamaRroatiB oanadensia. The negative results on Rhamnufl 
oarolinisutia which fail to conform to the tesults of 193S, 
indicate that unfavorable conditions, and not an inherent 
resistance, wers reaponsible. It is probable that R»\pin--
\, 
etoruro and R. rubra would shovf normal infection and R. 
dahurica. R. pachvphvlla and R. tinctoria develop under 
more favorable conditions. 
fhen UBing teleutosporea on Festuoa elatior. the re­
sults on the Rhamnuo species are similar to those ?!ith 
teleuto3pores on Avena sativa. 
Table 11. 
Maxiniiim Degree of Infection of Rharanus Species First Used 
_ in 1933. 
Teleutoapore Hosts Species of Rhamnus. 
d ; i JR J P r t n 
a . i a . i u i e 
h ; i c . n b n V 
u . c h . e r c a 
r . 1 y ; t t d 
i : f p : 0 o e 
c . 0 h , r r n 
a . 1 Y : u i a 
1 1 . rt! a i 
a 1 . s 
• • £L • • 9 
Avena aativa 3 4 4 4 4 ' 3 0 
Calamagrostis 
canadensis 2 0 2 3 3 2 — 
Featuca elatior 0 1 1 0 3 - -
22, 
Summary Table II. The degree? of infection of many of 
tha Rhamnus species varied from none to normal. This var­
iation is probably not al7;ays due to an inherent difference 
in the Rharanus plant as the same plants of R. caroliniana 
produced normal infection in 1934 and no infection in 1933. 
Since the importance of the role of any Rhamnus opecies as 
an a-lternate host depends to some extent, upon its degree 
of susceptibility to crown rust, the maximum degree of in­
fection serves ao a criterion of what may be expected of a 
particular species under optimum conditions. Table II 
shows that six species of Rhamnus produced aecidiospcrea 
when exposed to iifection with teleutospores of Avena sat-
iva and some degree of infection with teleutoapores on 
Oalamagrostis canadensis and Festuca elatior. 
Table III. 
The Cctoparative Response of Dpscies of Rhaanus 
to Crown Rust on fcur hosts. 
^eleutospore hoete.: Rhaanue srectea. 
:S. R. R. R. R. R. ;R. R. H. ,.R. , 
;c 1 S 21 c c :c 0 r f 
:a a .T 1 r a:a*. a u T* 
:t n i n o 1:1. r J a 
:h c t i c i:t 0 a n 
:a 9 h f e f :d 1 r* o 
:r 0 i 0 a o'.m i X u 
• 4-
* W 1 i 1 r :e n a 1 
ti a i n :n i n 5^ WW 
;c t i: t a a 
:a a c te 
cL 11 
;l 
:a 
Avena sativa 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 o UJ (J 
Calamagroatia 
canadensis. 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 o 3 o 
Featuca elatior 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 0 0 . 
NotholcuB lanatus 0 3 0 — 0 0 - 0 0 c 
Summary 'Kible III, The resronsa of the ten Rhainnus 
3P3ci03 reported earlier (35) was verified during 1923 to 
1934. Since individual Rhainnua plants show some variation 
in dsgrsfi of infection, it ia highly important to a.scar-
tain the maximum degree; of infection. 
The degree of infection of Rhamnu^ Smithii and 
oallforaioa tomsntella '^aa increased from 3 to 4, See 
table III., with teleutoopcrec. on Avena aativa. Rha.innu3 
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carollniana producsd abundant, normal aecidial Gups> • 
while an infecti'on of 3 was first seeursd on R. orocea. 
Using teleutospores on Fsatuca. slatior. an infection of 
3 on Rhamnus Smithii and R. caroliniana was first secured 
in 1933 and an infection of 4 on R. crocea thv^ same year, 
PuQoinia coronata holcii showed the same limited 
hoot range irahen infecting Rhaninua species xvitb teleutos-
porss as 7,'a3 evident in inoculations '.vith ursdospores. 
(35). Rharsnuc. lanceolata gave an infection with teleut-
ospores on i^otholous lanatus. 
It should be pointed out in this connection that 
RhaamuB Tiurshiana and R» franF.ula maintained a strong re­
sistance to all four j?orn5s of cro-sn rust during the five 
year period. 
Host Range of the Aecidial Stage of '^'ucGinia coronata. 
Arthur (5) lis to LerarRvrea canadenais and Ce^nothus 
amerioanug aa alternate hosts of Puocinla coroncita sirije 
they were found bearing aecidia when growing near grasses 
infected with crown rust. Mr, TH. Bethel of Denver, Colorado, 
has supplied information bearing on the relation of the 
former to crown rust. Infection experiments vere carried 
on to verify his field observations. 
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Table IV. 
RespoTiSe of Genera, Other Than Rhamnus to Puooinia coronata 
Infection, 
Teleutospores on 'f'laiitB Used. 
No. : Lep- tLep-• Csan- : Ber- Zizv-
Tri­:ar- ;ar~ : 0 th­ t chein- rhua 
als . sgy- 'gy- ' us ; ia lyoio-
;rea :xea : affie r- : soan- ides 
lar- ;ca-n-t ioan- : dens 
:gen-
:tia 
• 
• o — • • cl • 
Jden-: 
• 9ia ; 
UB 
f 
• 
Avena sativa 3 0 0 0 + 0 
Galaina^rostis 
canadens ia 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Calamagrostis 
purpurascens 4 0 + _ — 
Festucct elatior 2 0 0 0 0 G 
Summary Table IV. Lepargyrea cansdenBis, L» arfeei.tia. 
I CeanothuB atnericanus. Berchemia acandens and Zizyphua lycio-
I ide« were exposed to infection with teleutosporec on Avena 
I ^ativa, CalamagToatls canadansis, C. purpuraspens and Fent-
I uca elatlor. A heavy normal, infection was secured on 
: T.ppa.rryraa canadci-nIn with teleutoapores from Calarmg;rostis 
I purpurascen. Bee; plate I. This Wtis verified at Denver, 
i 
Colorado, by Mr. I. W- Clokey during the summer of 1933. 
i Unfortunately no teleutospores were available to try on 
Ceanothun^ Bercheniia and Zizyphus in 1933. 
These data do not agree with Arthur, as Ceanothus amer-
icana gave negative results with all foor hosts of teleut~ 
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osporea. Further data are necesBary, however, to prove 
that this speciao cnay not function as an alternate host 
undsr certain conditions, 
Berchemia acandana was exposed to infection with tel-
eutospcres on Avena. sativa on Mp.y 5, 1934, Pycnidia dev­
eloped cn May IS and a fe-w aecidia two daye later. 
This experiment was repeated and 4 plants,- out of 5 
exposed to infection, produced a fe^;? aecidia. Berchemia 
scandens may function as an alternate host for Pucoinia 
coronata. although it shows nome degres of resistance, in­
dicated by the small aecidia with few cups. 
Correlation cf Iraboratory and Field Permits. 
Although Rhamnuf5 apsciea may show infection under 
greenhouse conditions, the importance of the alternate hosts 
of crown rust dependn upon such factors as, prevalence and 
distribution of the spe'cien, the arcount of infection to­
gether with the methods of infection, rate of disfteroination 
of their spores and the resulting damage to the oat crop. 
Distribution cf Rhamnua cathartica in the Upper 
Missisaippi Valley. 
Through the coopsraticn cf the State leadera of bar­
berry eradication and their numerous scouts, and the Plant 
Pathology Section of the Iowa Experiment Station, a pre­
liminary survey for the locations of comrnon buckthorn 
J 
! 
(RhamnuB oathartica) was ujade possible. Eight hundred and 
twenty plantings of R. oathartioa ^ere found in repres­
entative areas in the following midwestern-states:. Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Micliigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and Wisoonsin. Of thia number, 188 were on farm­
steads and 633 in the city and oonta^.nsd 89495 bushes be­
sides 34C18 feet of hedge where the bushes were not counted. 
These data do not include certa-in areas in Wisconsin and 
Illinois where the buckthorn were too numerous to even est­
imate . 
It can readily be seen that with this treraendoualy 
large number of ohrubs in a rslatively small area, a large 
I annual damage to the oat crop may result, providing these 
I shrubs bear aecidiai infection. Since the aecidiai infeotion 
i 
I affecting the oat crop could only function a short time in 
i the spring, the percentage of bushes infected were tabul-
i 
ated for the raonths of May and June 1933. Nearly 80 percent 
i of all bushes reported during this period were infected, 
! while bushes reported from the farmsteads were uniformly in­
fected. 
Sur!'.ma,ry Table V. For the past nine years under Iowa 
conditions, aecidiai infection of Puccinia coronata appear­
ed on Hhamnug cathartioa and R. laneeolata before uredosori 
38. 
were present on Avena sativa* 
Table V, 
Tiras of Appearance of Uredal and Aecidial Infection 
of Puccinia coronata in Iom» 
Infec­
tion 
Hos t 19- 19-1 
16 17 
19- 19- 19- 19- IS- 19- 19-
18 19 20 21 32 23 24 
Aec­
id­
ial 
Rhamnus 
cathart­
ica 
5/7 6/30 4/30 5/26 5/l5 5/l6 5/l4 5/21 5/28 
Aec­
id­
ial 
Rhamnus 
lanoeol­
ata 5/23 6/6 5/15 5/20 5/16 5/21 5/23 5./? 
Ured-
ial 
Avena 
sativa 6/2 7/5 7/6 6/6 5/12 5/22 6/l4 6/16 
The earliest aecidial infection during this period ms found 
on T^haronua cathartica on April 30, while the latest was June 
30. The time of the appearance of infection ia influenced 
by climatic factors, especially moisture and temperature, 
P. lanoeolata varied in tinie of infection from May 7 to 
June 6. Uxedoaori usually appear on oats about seven days 
after ths infection of Rhamnua apecies. However, this per' 
iod was greatly insreased in 1918 by the hot dry weather 
intervening between aecidial and uredicil infection. 
In order to further prove that Rhamnus species were 
responsible for the initial infection in Iowa a detailed 
survey of the state was made during June 1923. If wind 
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blown spores from the south started the infection in Iowa, 
a more or 18B« uniform infection should first appear across 
the f3 0uthern part of the state. Hovsever, during 1923 many 
local areas or cciicentric ^ones of crov.-u rust infection of 
oats appeared scattered over the state previous to a gen­
eral infection, "ither Rj:ianinus cathartioa or R. Is^nceol-
ata vjar: found near the center of each of these areas. The 
degree of infection varied from a trace on the outer edge 
cf thene concentric scnes to 30 percent near the center. 
Ther^e local infected areas appeared in northern and south­
ern Iowa at the same tinie. The areas were small at first, 
regained constant for 7 to 10 dayn and then expanded rap­
idly. This is probably partly due to the limited area 
over which aecidiospores cause infection (13). It in prob­
able that Rharanuii planted in the country is more apt to 
function aei van alternate host than city plantings, since 
the centers of all these local infection areas wore on 
farmsteads. 
A detailed study of the effect of croY»n rust on yield 
waa made near '^'inthrop in Buchanan Oounty, Ic^sa. The in­
itial infection was started here by a hedge of Rhaninus 
cathartica adjoining an oat field. These oats wer:. not 
cut, ae many of them did not head, Oats planted in ad­
joining sections yielded 10 bushels per acre, -while the 
average yield of more remote seetiona of the same town­
ship was 50 bushels per p.ore. The character of the hedge 
and ths effect of the local•epidemic of PUGG in ia c or ona ta 
ia shovm in plates II ;jjid III. 
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II. The Inheritance of Resiatance to Pucoinia 
Graminin Avenae. 
Literature. 
The production of disease resistant plants has en­
gaged the attention of biologists for nearly half a cen­
tury. It was not until the rediscovery of Mendel's Law 
in 1900, however, that the principles involved could be 
explained. 
Farrer (19> in 1898, first discovered that rust 
resistance (Puccinia graminis) in wheat was inherited. 
Since then extensive studies of the inheritance of rus't 
resistance have been carried out« 
Biffen (G), (7), (3) found susceptibility to stripe-
rust, Puccinia glumarum. dominant and secured a monohybrid 
segregation in the F3 generation. Nilsson-Ehle (38) work­
ing with the same rust concluded that distinct dominance of 
susceptibility was seldom found. The hybrids were often 
intermediate in rust response, sometimes resembling the 
resistant parent and sometimes the susceptible. Segregation 
was secured in the Fo generation but no definite ratios. 
The results were explained on the toasis of multiple factors. 
Henning (36) in Sweden and later Hungerford (28) in this 
33. 
ooimtry have shown a marked difference in the suscep­
tibility of wheat varieties to this rust. The latter, by 
both greenhouse and field tests, showed that many of the 
common wheats were resistant. 
In 1930, Melchers and Parker (33) report three Cri­
mean hard winter wheats which were resistant to leaf rust, 
T^ccinia triticina. Kanred had a marked resistance under 
Kansas conditions. When the writer planted this winter 
variety at Ames in the spring, it rusted severely. 
Mains and Leighty (32) in testing 68 selections and 
varieties of rye, found all varieties produced some indiv­
iduals resistant to Puccinia distiersa. Crosses between 
highly resistant plants showed gradations from high suscep 
tibility to complete immunity. They suggested that resist 
ance to P. dispersa was dominant. 
Working with P. ^rajninis tritici. Hayes (33) reported 
the generation of a durum-common cross as susceptible 
as the common parent, while hybrids of an emmer-common 
were as resistant as the durum varieties. The F3 axid F3 
generations showed segregation, although sterility prevent 
ed an expression of the true ratios. Evidence of linkage 
between rust resistance and the durum and emmer spike char 
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acters, respectively; was obtained, Waldron (47) report­
ed the inheritance of resistance to steni rust of a duruni-
coiamon cross. Segregation showed a linkage of durum char­
acters and rust resistance. 
By a Mindum-Marquis cross, "Puttick (43) showed that 
wheat plants could be produced which were resistant to 
apecialized Forms 1 and 19. 
Aamodt (l) in aa F3 progeny test of Kanred by Marquis, 
showed a rnonohybrid segregation occurred when using each 
of several different specialized forms of stem rust. There 
was no correlation between the inheritance of growth habit 
and the manner of reaction to stem rust. Later, Harrington 
and Aamodt (22) found it was possible to combine in a sin-, 
gle variety, resistance to two biologic forms of stem rust, 
when crossen were made between two varieties which reacted 
xeciprocally to these two rust forms. Some of these orosees 
were explained by a single factor difference while others 
segregated as a dihybrid. 
Hayes and Aamodt (24) tested the hybrids of a Marquis-
Kota cross under greenhouse and field conditions for their 
response to nine specialized forma of "Puccinia graininis 
tritici. In one group of 306 F3 progenies there were 38 
[ 
f 
I 
5 
1 • •" 
I 34-
! 
! 
j 
I that were reesistant while in another there was a ratio 
I of 1 resistant Fj progeny to 8.1 susceptible and heter-
I ozygous. 
The reaction of oat varieties under greenhouse con~ 
ditions to Puccinia coronata and P. Rraminia avenae has 
been studied by Parker (40). Of the 130 strains tested, 
i 80 were susceptible to both rusts. White Tartarian and 
Ruakura Rustproof were resistant to gram in is, while 
Burt and several of the other red-oat group (Avena ster-
ilis) were resistant to P. coronata. Two years later, 
! Parker (41) showed that resistance to P. coronata was in-, ""' 
I 
I heritable, by crossing a resistant Burt and a susceptible 
i 
I sixty-day variety. He showed that susceptibility was par--
I 
I tially dominant and suggested a multiple factor to explain 
I his Fg results. The same year Durrell and Parker (15) made 
I 
I a comprehensive survey of the response of oat varieties to 
i 
! crown and stem rusts. Wiite Russian, Green Russian and 
' Ruakura were resistant to P. graminis. The response of the 
1 
1 oat varieties to P. coronata confirmed Parker's earlier 
j 
i report. In an earlier report (14) it has been shown that 
Crreen Russian and Iowa 105 were resistant to P. graminis 
^ avenae and when crossed gave Fg hybrids more resistant than 
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either parent. The test gave a wide ratio of resist­
ant to susceptible progenies, indicating several factors 
were involved in the inheritance of resistance. 
Oarber (20) has shown that resistance to stem rust 
of oats is dominant and due to a single factor difference 
in Minota-White Russian and Victory-White Russian crosses. 
He found that rust resistance of White Russian was not 
due to the si^e of the stomata, and the panicle type and 
rust reaction were nearly independent in their inheritance. 
Studies of Methods and Materials. 
"While testing the response of oat varieties to 
Puccinia coronata and P. Rraminis avenae. head selections 
were made of the most resistant and the best commercial 
varieties. Unfortunately the mc»t resistant varieties were 
not high yielding under Iowa craiditions. These pure lines 
viere tested as to thsir uniformity of response to oat rusts. 
The variety Burt, used as the parent of the hybrids 
recorded in this paper was a head selection from C.I. 710 
in 1816. It is a reddish-black oat belonging to the species 
Avena aterilis. and is susceptible to Puccinia graminis 
avenae but resistant to P. coronata. 
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1 
i 
I The variety Early Rips wao a head selection from the 
i 
I material Mr. J. H. Parker, formerly of the United States 
! 
Department of Agriculture, secured from Dr. H. H. Love of 
Ithaca^ Kew York. It is similar to Burt except that it 
has a finer straw and a lighter colored grain. The pub­
escence and the articulation at the base of the lemm?, are 
1638 pronounced. It is susceptible to both oat ruatf. 
The variety Greer! Iiua3ian was a selection from Minn­
esota ^0. It is a medium early maturing variety belong-
ing to the species Avena sativa. It is resistant to st®^ 
rust and moderately rssiatcint to crown rust, i 
' \ 
The variety, Iowa 105 is a yellow selection frc^ 
1 Kherson by L. C. Burnette, The material used here was a 
j head selection from pure line Iowa 105. It is an extipepiely 
early oat, excellent yielding and resistant to Pucoinia 
i • ' 
I graminis avenae. Through its early maturity it often :6s-
! ; \ \ 
Capes infection with P, coronata under field conditi^ona in^ 
Iowa. ^ i 
The variety Lincoln was secured from Dr. H, H. \Love, , 
: of Cornell University. It is similar to the variety S«ed-
I 
ish Select, except that two grained spikeleta predomitiate, 
• '"K 
It is a good yielding variety in the cooler aeotiona of 
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the United States, especially New York, but 1B susceptible 
to ateir. r\:jBt. 
The variety National was also secured from Cornell 
University. It is similar to the variety Silvermine. It 
is a good yielder, of mediiain maturity, but susceptible to 
araminis and P. coronata. 
The variety Ruakura, was a head selection from C.I. 
t 
7 01 in 1918. It is similar in vegetative growth to Burt, 
but has pubescent nodes. Ruakura is a fine strawed, early 
maturing oat belonging to the species Avena sterilis. It 
possesses a moderate degree of resistance to both oat rusts. 
The varieties ^hite Russian and White Tartar are in­
distinguishable according to Etheridge (18). The White 
Russian wag a head selection from Minnesota White Russian • 
5; ths White Tartar was scoured from Cornell University. 
These varieties are side panicled, late maturing, low 
yielding oats, belonging to the species Avena sativa var-
iety orientalia. They possess a striking resistance to 
Puccinia g^raminis. 
Crosses of these varieties were made in 1919. The 
seeds were planted in the field in 1930 and 1931. Each 
Fi plemt was harvested and stored separately and in the Fs 
test the secondary oat or pin oat was removed from the Fj^ 
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3eed and only ths primary oat planted. These Fi seeds 
wers planted in 10 foot rows one foot apart. During 
1921 all seeds were spaced 6 inches in the rav, however 
this allowed too rapid evaporation of moisture for optim­
um spore germination and the distance was reduced to 
three inches for the following years. A part of the 
seeds was planted each year for moat of the crosses. 
•Rach plant was given a position number as well as a breed­
ing number, as this method would allow a coroparison of the 
response of each individual plant with each adjoining 
plant in the office records as well as field conditions. 
The whole nursery received the same cultural methods. In 
order to check the uniformity of the epidemic of rust, a 
susceptible pure line variety of oats vias planted each 
tenth row. The pure line parents were spaced and planted 
every twenty-fifth row as a further means of determining 
whether all plants had been equally exposed to infection. 
Epidemics of T>uccinia ooronata and g.raminia avenae 
were induced in the nursery each year as follows; 
(l) Cat plants infected with both rusts were trans­
planted directly in the nursery from the green­
house. These plants were infected with uredo-
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Bpores of these ruste collected from the nur­
sery the preceding year. 
(S) UredoaporeB of "P. graminia avenae were scraped, 
from oat plants in the greenhouse, placed in 
distilled v^atsr and sprayed onto the culms 
with an atomizer. 
( 3 )  P. coronata uredosporea collected from stock 
cultures in the greenhouse, were dusted on the 
plants in the nursery. This difference in the 
method for these rusts was necessary as no 
sprayer could be found v,fhich would throw a mist 
sufficiently fine to adhere to the culms. It 
is probable that the leaves retained the larger 
droplets because of their wore horizontal pos­
ition in coE:pa.rison to the perpendicular culms. 
{ 4 )  Uredospores of both rusts were applied directly 
on the leaves of the oat plan ts by means of a 
scalpel. The plants exposed in this way were 
covered with a bell jar for Si hours. The in­
oculation was raade between 7 and 8 o'clock in 
the afternoon ox scanewhat earlier on c?.';-idy days. 
The first infection of crown rust was started when th3-plants 
were 6 to 9 inches high, while stem rust infection was de­
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layed until the paniolea had just emerged from the 
sheath. 
The following data v;er6 taken on each individual 
plant: date of harvest, tshape of panicle, percentage of 
Puccinia graminis avenae infection, size of pustule, per­
centage of Pucoinia coronata infection, height and yield. 
Only the rust data will be considered in this paper. 
Ruat estimates were taken on the standing plants. 
Crown ruat estimates were made only on green plants; stem 
rust readings were taken until the plants were nearly 
Kiatursd. 
All of the individuals of the and Fg generation 
we lie harvested separately. The panicles of each plant 
were; wrapped in a separate psiper and the entire row in­
serted in a paper sack. Each Fj plant was labeled with a 
string tag and the plants in the entire row sacked together, 
1 
but (threshed as individual plants. 
; All plants which could not be classified as either sus­
ceptible or resistant under field conditions were tested 
under greenhouse conditions or in the field the following 
year. 
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Pollination. 
In the spring of 1919 crosses were made between re­
sistant and susceptible oat varieties. Before starting 
this problem a survey of the literature showed little 
written on the technique of crossing oat varieties under 
field conditions. 
When the panicle of the female parent had just 
emerged from the shaath, all except ten seeds were cut 
from the panicle. The secondary or pin oat was removed 
from each of these and the primary oat emasculated. An 
oil paper bag was then placed over each panicle. 
Thus far the technique used was siiailar to that used 
by other workers, "but such problems as time of day to 
cross, amount and age of pollen, and length of time between 
emasculation and pollination, were studied. 
Length of time between emasculation and pollination. 
In making an oat cross the anthers must be removed 
from the inclosing lemma and palea before the pollen is 
shed on the stigmatic surface. It would be more convenient 
to remove the anthars and insert the foreign pollen at the 
same time. Using Burt as a male parent and i^^hite Russian 
as female, crosses were made at the time of emasculation 
and each succeeding twelve hour interval up to 73 hours. 
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I The first of this series was raade in the morning, the next 
I 
the same night. ?.aoh aet consisted of ten crosses. 
Results showed about the same percentage of seeds set 
at each of these intervals. However, in testing out these 
crosses, the F-[_ plants revealed that six out of twenty of 
i 
I the seeds set when emasculation and pollination occurred 
i 
! at the same time, were self-fertilized. 
Time of Day and Pollination. 
Using the Burt x White T^ussian cross, the influence 
of time of day on set of seeds was determined. Crossing 
was carried on at Ames, Iowa, and Iron River, Wisconsin 
I  frcan 4:30 A.M. until 8:30 P.M. for three consecutive days 
! at each place. 
Sevan hundred and seventy crosses were made on 77 
different panicles as shown in table VI. seventy-eight 
seeds were set, making an average of 10.01 percent for the 
entire experiment. Thirty-six seeds were set in the morn­
ing and forty-two in the afternoon. During these six days, 
no seeds were set from 10:30 A.M. until 3t3C P.M. The 
failure to set seeds on June 38 at Ames is difficult to 
explain as the mean temperature and general characteristics 
of these three days were similar, except as to relative 
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humidity which was lower on June 28, 1919. 
It is probable that the effect of time of day on 
sucoessful pollination ia secondary and the controlling 
factors are such as humidity and temperature. It should 
be pointed out in this connection that field crossing 
should be done only when no greenhouse is available or 
when the problem is started in the spring, as oats plant­
ed in the greenhouse in November, heading in March, give 
a higher percentage of successful crosses than the same 
varieties crossed under field conditions here at Amss. 
Eighteen crosses pollinated in the morning from a 
total of ISO attempts were successful at Ames as compared 
to 9 fran a total of 310 crosses in the afternoon. No 
seeds were set from 9:30 A.M. until 4:30 P.Iil. at Ames. 
At Iron Hiver, Wisconsin,- 19 seeds, from a total of 
180 attempts, were successful in the morning and 33 from 
a total of 310 in the afternoon. The interval during 
which no seeds were set was about 2 hours shorter at Iron 
River than at Amen. It is probable that the time of day 
is effective on fertilization only as influenced by such 
factors as temperature and relative humidity. 
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Table ?I. 
Effsct cI Time of Bay on. Crossing Oata Under Field Con-
Ufiing Burt x White Russian. 
Date Place A. M. 
Tiiffie of CrossinR 
: 4:30 5 :30 8:30 9:30 10:30 11:30 : 12:30 2:30 
6/36/19 AmsB, la. 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 
6/27/19 Ames, la. 3 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 
6/28/19 Ames, la. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7/39/19 Iron River 
liaoonsin 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
7/30/19 Iron River 
Wisconsin 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
7/31/19 Iron River 
Wisconsin 2 1 1 3 3 0 0 0 
Totals 11 9 8 5 3 0 0 0 
• Uurober of auccosBful crosBes out of 10 attempts. 
p. M. 
3:30 4;30 5:30 7:30 8:30 
0 0 1 1 — 
0 a 1 3 1 
0 rs KJ 0 0 C 
0 1 1 1 a 
0 3 2 2 3 
4 3 4 3 4 
4 9 9 10 10 
; Amount and Age of Pollen. 
I An easy method of pollination is to insert the 
i 
I whole anther of the male flower between the palsa sud 
lemnr.a of the female. Fewer seed were set when thiG meth­
od isas used, even though all pollinations were mads early 
! 
i in the morning at least 34 hours after emasculation. 
I Although Jelinek (31) drawis no conclusions oonoern-
I 
I ing the amount of pollen or fsrtilization, this may be 
i ( 
I a factor in the explanation of his resmlts. The following 
! were his methods of fertilization: I j 
! (l) Insertion of trhole anther in the female floret. 
I (3) Kinasculating opikss as usut.l and tying these 
with spikes of similar maturity belonging to 
I the pollen parent, and covering; with a paper : 
; bag. 
; In 1916 method (2) gave twice as great setting of seeds as 
i method (l). In 1S17 conditions were unfavorable and no 
; seeds were produced by method (l), while method (s). gave 
j seeds in 24 out of 47 spikes. On these spikes 50 percent 
I of the florets produced seeds. Upon examination of the 
oauyopsis, many molds were found groi^fing abundantly on its 
surface. It is probat)le that excess pollen served as a 
I favorable media for the development of these molds and 
i their action prevented the formation of viable seed. i 
1 Pollen dried and stored in Syraouss v?atGh glasses 
( 
I for four days after gathering, fertilized oats with no 
i decrease in percentage of seed aet. The percentage of 
1 
. seeds set gradually decreased for pollen stored up to 
j 11 days. No seed set when pollen was used which had 
I been stored for 13 to 15 days. 
Hybrid Vigor of Fi f>eneration in Cat. 
In crossing certain varieties of oate, remarkable 
i 
I hybrid vigor as expressed in yield and height, was shovm 
i by the Fi plants. Some of these crosses yielded more 
I than 3SOO seeds and varied in yield frow 36 to 10.5 grams. 
1 The parents of these crosses were grown in adjacent rows, 
i but were greatly inferior in yielding capacity. The 
' highest yielding parent was Iowa 105 which yielded only 
i about one fifth the number of grams as the lowest yielding 
; hybrid between it and Green Russian. It should be ,men~ 
I tioned that oats makes excellent material for genetical 
; studies as sufficient numbers can readily be secured in 
the Fi generation to make a Fg inheritance study signifi­
cant. 
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i . 
1 
I The height in the generation did not increase in 
I proportion to the yield ao shown in table VII. It usually 
I was intermediate between that of the parents. Reciprocal 
crosses gave similar response as those reported above. 
Table VII. 
Hybrid Vigca: of F^ Oat Croases for 1819 Expressed 
in Yield and Height. 
Parents Hybrid No. Yield in srams Heifiht in cm. 
White Russian * 3,7 • 98 
Ruakura 1.5 63 
^1 371-1 23.5 94 
^1 371-3 21.5 84 
Burt 2.1 70 
White Russian 2.7 S8 
^1 27 4-1 16.5 90 n 274-2 12.5 88 
^1 274-5 10.5 90 
Ft 274-6 17.0 91 
Iowa 105 3.8 79 
frrsen Riissian 2.6 97 
Fl 277-1 18.0 99 
^1 277-2 13.5 106 
Fi 277-3 36.0 107 
Fl 277-4 28.5 99 
^1 277-5 13.5 91 
^arly Ripe 1.4 70 
Green Rusoian 2.6 97 
F. 280-1 38.5 91 
ri 280-3 26.5 96 
Burt 2.1 70 
Ore en Rusc^ ian 2.6 97 
n 283-1 21.0 100 
Fl 383-2 13.0 84 
Fl 283-3 25.0 88 
• Average parental height and yield. 
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I 1 
j 
I Specialized Form of T^uccinia graminio avsnae 
i Tresont iii the Cat Breading Hursery, from 
1 19ie to 1933. • 
According to Stakman^ Levins and Bailey (44), four 
distinct biologic forms of stom rust occur on oats. At 
least two of these forms were found in America, one in 
South Africa and one in Bwoden. 
! 
I Sines certain varistiss of oats are resistant to one 
1 
specialized form and suscGptible to another, it is imper~ 
ative in any study of inheritance of rust resistance, that 
the parasitic response of the fungus be known. At the 
present tiros the geographic range of the specialized forms 
found in America has not been determined; it is probable, 
i 
; however, that it varies yearly. As no effective method 
i 
i has been devised to prevent specialized forms other than 
1 
i the one used, infecting oat hybrids, grown under field 
i conditions, it i3 necessary to determine whioh form or 
i forms are present each year. 
As an additional teat for the biological response of 
i Puccinia graminis avenae. one hundred pure line varieties 
of oata were grown ad;)oining the oat breeding nursery 
each year, every tenth row being the sajtie pure line check. 
These indicated the uniformity of the epidemic. As des­
cribed earlier, the initial infection was started each 
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spring in thia nursery with the same culture of "Puooinia 
R ram in i s avenae . which had been over-wintered in the 
greenhouse. During this five year period all varieties 
shelving resiatance in 1919, were resistant the follovying 
four years; those ^uscoptible in 1919 ware uniformly eus-
certibla. In addition, each pure line parent planted in 
the breeding nursery gave similar results each year. 
I This indicates that only one specialized form was present 
[ 
i or that these pure line varieties did not act as differ-
I ential hosts. A composite sample of both rusts v/aa taken 
I to the greenhouse each fall and maintained in the uredo-
{ spore stage by successively exposing oat plants to in-
i fection. The nine pure line parents were exnosed to in-
I 
I fection with the sample of rust gathered each fall at the' 
f ( 
I same time they were exposed to the culture of rust kept 
I 
I in stock form the previous year. If these two rust cul-
i tures gave similar results on these pure line parents, 
: the year old culture was discarded. 
i In order to determine \ifhat specialized form of ^ucc~ 
1 inia graminis avenae was present at Ames, 51 compoaite 
sample of stem rust in the oat breeding nursery was taken 
to the greenhouse in July 1933 and White Tartar, Monarch, 
: (C. 1.1760) and Avfnless Monarch selection of Etheridge (;^ ) 
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(GI 1879) were expc^ed to infection uaing the technique 
i formerly described. Monarch sslaction (of Etheridge) 
served as a differential host (44), being resi3t?jit to 
Forni 1 and susceptible to Form 3. Using the composite 
ru0t collsction from the oat nursery at Amep?j, Iowa,\ this 
variety gave one type of infection, which was normal, 
i 
I with uredosori large coalesced and numerous, which Bugg-
1 I ests that only Form 3 (44) was present during the progress 
of this work. 
Class if icaticn of the T^esponse of Cat ''^lant to 
Stem Rust, Using Size of Uredosori as an Index. 
j While testing the response of various pure line var-
i 
j ieties of oats to Puccinia graainis avenae. the scale for, 
I percentage of infection described and figured by Durrell 
I and Parker (15) was used. It was noticed, however, that 
I 
i the resistant varieties of oatc had a consistently low 
i 
: percentage of infection, while many of the susceptible, 
i 
I pure line varieties varied frcm apparent resistance to sue-
: ceptibility. These results could be explained in either 
of two ways: (l) th'^ pure line varieties of oats were not 
: homozygous for susceptibility to rust; (3) they were homo-
: zygous but certain plants were escaping infection. It 
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then became necessary to find some further means of class­
ifying these escaped plants according to thsir inherent 
re3-pons3 to rust. W\en using ths i-ercentage of infection 
aa a means of classifying the Fg and hybrids into either 
i the suBceptibls or the resistant class, an arbitrary line 
i 
1 
must be established between these two classes. It ia evid-
I ant that the perncnal oquaticn would enter into the estab-
i 
I l ighra3nt of this arbitrary lino ?«hiGh divides resistant 
I 
1 a-ud rauBoeptible plautB, However, these classes were so 
distinct, that little difficulty experienced in separ­
ating them. 
i Pure line, resistant, varieties of oats consistently 
I showed a low percentage of infection a.nd small size of 
i uredosori under field conditions, while pure line suscep-
I j tible varieties varied greatly in percentage of infection 
I but uniformly produced large ursdonori. In addition, pro-
i gsny tests of 100 individuals, havinr a low percentage of 
i 
i infection but large puotulee under field conditionB gave 
i 1649 plants ths next year with a high percentage of infec-
j tion and large pustules. Clearly, then, these plants had 
: escaped stem rust the first year, but could have been 
classified as susceptible if size of uredosori was used as 
I a basis of separation of the resistant and susceptible 
classes. It should be pointed out at this time, however. 
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that all plants having small uredosori are not resistant, 
but any of these plants gro^in under field conditions could 
be clashed an suscep^i^l® if large uredosori were prsssnt 
on the oulmg, regardless of the percentage of infection. 
Time of maturity is perhaps one of the chief causes 
for lack of perfect correlation between Bi^e of uredosori 
and resistance. All of the hundred plants mentioned above 
were matured 7 to 10 dayes earlier than their susceptible 
a is tor plants. It is prcbabl'v, then, that maturity accom­
panied by senility of the host cells, prevented this 
obligate parasite from further development. This statement 
is aiuplified by the fact that many of the susceptible 
early maturing plants had both large and small uredosori, 
indicating that the uredosori develop only a small amount 
after maturity of the host. Progeny froin these plants 
ths next year showed susceptible plants vrith only large 
pustules when infected at an earlier stags. 
The correlation of sizo of uredosori and rust reaotion 
under greenhouse conditions is not marked as in the 
field. Since all stem rust inoculations were niade on the 
leaf blades in the greenhouse and on the culms in the 
field, some difference would be expected. Type of infect­
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ion as hjrpersensitive areaa assisted in differentiating 
the oat plants in either the resistant or suseeptitale 
gr oup in the gre enh cuee, 
. Although pure line gave a positive correlation be­
tween siae of uradosori and reaponse of the hoet to rust, 
as reported above whether hybrids acted the same wao not 
knpiirri, Da^ta on size of uredosori were taken on Fg, 
and Fg hybrids of Iowa lC5x '^roen Ruaaian, Burt x Tthite 
I •' 
Russian and F4 progeny of Whits Tartar x National, and 
Ihit.e Tijftar x Lincoln. Th3 plan to, which were clasa-
£fied ;U0 susceptible by both the response and pro-
/ 
geny; t^st, had large pustules. The plants Tfhich were 
classified in table VIII as resistant and proved by fur-
th^t t$s1iis to be resistant, had snail uredcsori. In the 
Fg^ goner^tion, 1004 plants ?»er3 clasnified as resistant 
and had''small uredosori, while 713 plants were susceptible 
and bad large uredoiori. In the F3 progeny test, the rows 
which segregated for rust reaction also segregated for 
siaa of" uredosori, the susceptible individual plants hav­
ing lajjgs uredaTori. 
Am<png the 3700 plants estimated for size of uredoaori 
inil930> all classed as large proved to be susceptible by 
I j ' 
fuirthjBip progeny breeding tests. 
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Table VIII. 
Response of Cresses to Oat Rusts, Showing Cor­
relation of Size of Uredosori and Hust, 
reaction 
No. ; coronata P. .Rraminis 
Cross seodB « • • • tresistant : suBoer tible 
set • • • • ; Site of : Size of 
» 
% • : "Dua tul s. : rustule. 
; r. t 3. :larRe tamall tlarRc : Bmall 
Burt X * * 
White Russian 15 •15 M 0 0 10 5 0 
•'ihite Ru!3Bian X 
Bur t IS 12 M 0 0 5 7 0 
Burt X 
Green Russian 4 4 M 0 0 2 3 0 
Green Rue^^ian X 
Biir t o 6 0 0 0 6 0 
Burt X 
Siberian D 5 M 0 0 0 5 0 
Siberian x 
Burt 1 1 M 0 0 0 1 0 
Ruakura x 
White Puaaian 3 B M c c 0 2 0 
Karly Ripe x 
Green Rusaian a 2 M 0 0 s 0 0 
lovira 105 x 
Green Russian 5 5 M 0 0 5 0 0 
Totals 52 0 0 34 28 0 
I  *  M c  medium 
* = number of plants. 
If then, the size of uredOBori can form the baaia for 
differentiating susceptible and resistaxit plants in both 
pure lines and hybrids, how are Bmall and large uredosori 
digtinguished? These two classes were only relative, but 
none the leas sharp. Although the eye was used to gauge 
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the size of uredorori, the clasaifioation was accurate 
as the greater diameter of the large pustules were over 
ten times that of those classified as small, 
Factoral Response of Rust Resistance 
In a study of inheritance of disease resistance in 
plants, the classification of the individual plants into 
the resistant or susceptible group, is difficult when the 
disease is dependent upon environmental conditions and 
the classification dependent upon percentage of infection. 
In such cases a reclassification of the Fg according to 
the Fj progeny tests, is necessary. In the oat crosses 
reported here, hovyever, the size of uredosori is also 
used as a basis of classification and the ratios give 
a close approximation to the F3 progeny results. An 
attempt is made to explain the following crosses on a 
factoral basis. 
Response of F to Puocinia grarainis avenae 
Both resistant and susceptible plants were pro­
duced -when crossing resistant and susceptible oat variet­
ies, If resistance ms dominant, all F^^ individuals would 
be resistant. It was noticed that susceptible indiv­
iduals were produced only when Burt was used as one parent 
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although part of the plants in the Burt orosaes were 
resistant. This indicated that Burt must be heterozygous 
for rust reaction. But as stated earlier all the 1115 
Burt plants exajnined rere ausceptible, hence this parent 
must be hcraozygous for rust susceptibility. An test 
was necessary even before the queation of dominance of 
resistance or susceptibility could be determined. 
In crossing Green Russian x Early Ripe (Class 380-1 
Table IX) the Fj^ was resistant and the Fg segregated into 
354 resistant to 64 susceptible plants. This is fairly 
i close to a 3:1 ratio. In another cross (Class 380-3) 
I / 
using the same parents, th'^ F3 segregated into 350 -ouo- ' 
J v«-o I oe^iiirble to 103 rests-tan-t plants, again approaching a 3:1 
) 
t 
I ratio. Resistance is dominant and the cross can be explain-
1 
ed by the asaumption of a single factor difference. Green 
I Russian would be SS and Early Ripe ss. The F]_ being Ss 
would be resistant, while the F3 would be ISS: 2Ss: Iss 
or a 3:1 ratio. 
White Russian x Burt (Class 374-6) was susceptible in 
i , I 
1 
I 'the Fj^, and the Fg segregated into 5 8 resistant to 351 
I susceptible plants, a very close approximation to a 3:13 
ratio. This cross was explained on the basis of a two 
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factor {iiffsrance, one of which was an inhibitor pre~ 
venting resistance. 
The parent Burt (susceptible) waa ssll where 6 m 
1 susceptibility and I • an inhibitor preventing resist-
[ auice. fhite Russian waa SSii or resistant. In such an 
I aesuinption the would be SsIi or susceptible. The F3 
I would segregate in 3 resistant to 13 susceptible plants 
I having the following factoral composition: 
1 SSII (susceptible) 
3 SSIi » 
3 S3II « 
4 SsIi " 
1 SSii (resistant) 
8 Ssii » 
1 ssll (susceptible) 
! 2 ssIi « 
; 1 ssii " 
I The actual results gave a close approximation to the 
I theoretical, the PE being i  4.63 and D equaling .021. 
i ?E 
! The Fj results will be considered in detail later. (Table 
I  X . )  
It is apparent from the above hypothesis that three 
; genetically different Burts which would breed true for 
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susceptibility and maintain the same genetic composition 
might be secured, namely: SSII, sail and ssii. The fact, 
that these three different Burta do exist and breed true 
for susceptibility in an af^parent pure line of Burt, will 
be shown later. 
Class 374-4, White Russian x Burt, was susceptible 
in the Fn and segregated into 23 resistant to 77 suscep-
! 
tible plants in the Fg. Ilxplaining this cross on a 1:3 
ratio gave a of f .934 and D of 3.16. The actual 
PE 
and the theoretical results do not entirely agree, but 
their agreement is probably significant. This cross can 
I thus be explained by assuining SSII as the genetical cc»n-
i position of Burt and SBii of White Russian. 
I 
I In two other crosses of White Russian x Burt (Classes 
; 374-5 and 374-8} the Fj^ were resistant. Class 374-5 seg-
1 regated into 185 resistant to 45 susceptible plarits in the 
I Fg. This approximates the 3:1 ration, the PE of which was 
i 4- 4.43 and D ,  3.48. The Fo segregated into 36 xesiatant 
^ " PF 
: and 8 susceptible in class 374-8. Assiiming a 3:1 ratio 
: the PF was c 1.94 and T> .35 in this class. Both of these 
j PE 
i classes could than be satisfactorily explained by assuming 
ssii as the factoral composition of Burt and SSii as that 
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of Gtreen Russian. 
The in another cross (Class 283-3) using these 
same two parents was resistant. The Fg gave 179 resist­
ant to 54 susceptible plants. Explaining this cross on 
a 3:1 ratio the P.E. was f 4.46 and D ^ 1,10. Green 
PE 
Russian would then bs SSii and B\irt saii. It should be 
pointod out in this connection that Green Russian and 
White Russian crosses can be explained by assuming the 
same genetic composition for both of these pure line par­
ents, while Burt which breeds true for susceptibility to 
rust has at least three different homozygous genetic cora-
pos i ti ons. 
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Table IX. 
Response of ajid Fg to i^'uooinia graminia avenae. 
« 
• 
« 
« Fi • Fp. ; Ratio Calcu­ • « 
Gross * • 
• 
• 
« « 
Glass: 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
r. '.9 
• » 
• » % 
• • r. 
« 
• 4 
B. : 
m • 
« • 
• 4 
• • 
r, :3.: 
lated 
^2 
:PF. : 
• • 
» • 
• • 
D 
PE 
Green Russian 380-1 X »254 64 3 :1  238.5 :79.5 15.21 2.97 
A 
Early Ripe 
Green Russian 380-3 X 250 102 3 :1  354:88 ^ .48 2.55 
. A 
EaJlv Ripe 
Green Russian 283-3 X 30 111 3:13 36.4:114. 6£3.13 1.15 
Jx 
Burt 
Green Russian. 283-3 X 179 54 sti­ 174.8:58.2 i4.46 1.10 
A 
Burt 
^ite 
X 
Russian 274-4 X 23 77 l t s  35 :75 t.924 3.16 
Burt 
White Rusa ian 274-5 X 185 45 3:1 174:56 £4.43 2.48 
X 
Burt 
Ihi te Russian 274-6 X 58 251 3:13 57.9:251, 1|:4-63 .021  
A 
Burt 
Ihite 
X 
Burt 
Russian 274-8 X 26 8 3:1 25 .5:8.5 il,94 .25 
r. ss resistant 
I 3. r suaceptlble 
i * - n\iniber of plants. 
F3 Progeny teats of Resistanl; x Susceptible 
Varieties, Burt x White Russian. 
A3 shown in table X, class 27 4~6 was susceptible to Pucc-
in the F generation. Tlie response of this F J. 
61. 
differed from that of many other croBsea iDOth of the writer's 
and those of Garner (30) in. that tha F3 generation gave 3 
resistant to 13 susceptible plants. These Fg resistant 
plants in the progeny teat showed on an average that one 
bred true for resistance, while two split in the ratio of 
three resistant to one susceptible. 
Placing these results on a factoral basis, the follow­
ing factors were assumed: 
S r resistant 
8 m susceptible 
I r an inhibit car for resistance 
i r lack of inhibitor or susceptible. 
Burt then would be represented as ssll and White Ruas-. 
ian as SSii. The following diagram would represent the res-
pcnsQ of the parents in the Fj^, F3 and F3 generations. 
Burt (s.) X White "Russian (r.) 
Pn ssll BSii 
Tl SsIi (s.) 
F,o individual plant response F^ progeny test. 
*1 SSII (s.) homo. 8. 
3 SSIi {s.) 1 r. 3 s. 
3 Ssll (s.) homo. s. 
4 SsIi (3 .  j 3 r. 13 s. 
3 Ssii (r.) 3 r. 1 s. 
1 BSii (r.) homo, r. 
1 ssll (s.) homo. s. 
3 sali {s.) homo, s. 
1 ssii (s.) homo. s. 
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•Number of progenies in 16, 
This hypothesis allows a satisfactory explanation of 
the actual results secured in oroesing Burt x White Russ­
ian (Class 374~6,) as shown in table X, 
It is well to point out in this connection that the 
criterion of the whole behavior in this cross is the euo-
oeptibility of the and the two genetically distinct, 
resistant Fg hybrids, produced in the proportion of cue 
which breeds true for resistance, to two ivhich segregate 
into 3 resistant to 1 susceptible plants in the gener­
ation. i 
i Table XI. j 
I Inheritance of Resistance to Puccinia graminis 
j avenaa as Shown ly a Burt x White Russian Cross, 
i Class 274-6. 
resistant : suaceDtible 
58 : 351 
F3 progenies : F3 progenies 
Homo. Het.3tl : Homo. Het. 3:13 or 1:3  
Observed 18 39 
Calculated 19.3 38.7 
Deviation .6 .3  
14G 
135. 
4. 
111 
1 115, 
9 4. 
9 
9 
Lincoln x White Tartar. 
The 175 Fg plants sent to Ames from Ithace, New York, 
63. 
have the same history as the National x White Tartar cross, 
shown in table XII. From these Fg plants, 44CS F3 plants 
were grown. Thirty-eight rows containing 248 plants were 
homosygous for suBceptiUlity. Forty-four rows containing 
1094 plant's were homozygous for rust resistance. Ninety-
three rows containing 3363 plants segregated into 1836 re­
sistant to 537 susceptible plants. 
Placing 'ttiese results on a factoral basis, White Tartar 
= SS and Lincoln s ss, where S - resistant and a s suBoep-
tible. A 'ratio of 3 resistant to 1 susceptible would be 
expected in the Fg. Assuming a 3:1 ratio the "PE of the 44 
resistant progenies to the 93 heterozygous is 43.73" and D-
fW 
is .448./ The PE of 1836 resistant plants .to 5 37 suscep­
tible in' the segregating progeny is •J-44.93 and D is 1.085. 
PE 
the heterozygous progenies, assuming a 3:1 
ratio the PE in 1921 was x39.4 and D was .963. In 1923 the 
PS'Was and T) was 2.606. The results for either year 
PS 
are significant, but it is probable that the F3 individuals 
plated i'n 1923 were too few to express the true ratio. 
In 1982, one hundred one F3 plants were tested for their 
F4 respq^se to rust. Twenty-six of these plants selected 
frpm a hfemoaygous, resistant, F3 progeny produced 343 plants, 
64. 
all of which were resistant. T^ight susceptible Fjj plants 
selected from homozygous susceptible F3 progenies, bred 
true for susceptibility in the generation by producing 
107 susceptible plants to no resistant. 
Theoretically there should be three different kinds of 
plants in.the heterozygous progenies, namely two kinds 
of reaiatant and cne susceptible. Forty-three resistant 
plants were selected from the segregating progeny. Of 
this number lis bred true for resistance, producing 177 
plantai 31 segregated in the ratio of 313 resistant to 111 
i  . )  
susoeptlbl®. The probable error here assuming a 3:1 ratio 
is |-6.'01 and D is .831. Twenty-four susceptible plants 
selQoted'froiB a segregating Fjj, bred true for susceptibility 
in the ^4 producing 3S1 plants. This F4 conforms with the 
expectations. 
/. : Table XIII. 
F a Response to Puccinia |r?vffiinis avenae by 
Lincoln x White Tartar v353a). 
23. 
ITEasfe : Plant ; No. T>lants. 
rest^onse: response: plants : r. : s. 
Horii'b. r .  r. 26 343 0 
Honsit^. 's. ' B .  8 0 107 
Het. r. 13 177 0 
Hef^ r. 31 313 111 
Heti J 3 24 0 291 
National x White T^^rtar. 
Dr. H. H, Love of Cornell University sent 86 F3 plants 
of National x Fhite Tartar to the writer at Ames, Iowa, in 
1931. Part of this seed was planted that spring and part in 
1933. The and Fg generation were grown at Ithaca, New 
York where the response to stem rust was not recorded. From 
j these 86 F3 plants, an F^ progeny of 3100 plants was produc­
ed. Twenty of these progenies bred true for resistance, nin­
eteen for susceptibility amd thirty-nine segregated produc­
ing 854 resistant to 303 susceptible plants. 
I Placing this cross on a factoral basis. White Tartar = 
iSSand National s ss. A ratio of 3 resistant to one sua-t ( 
iceptible would be expected in the Fq, In the F3 progeny test 
I one Fg plant should breed true for resistance, two segregate 
; in a ratio of three resistant to one susceptible and one 
; should breed true for susceptibility. Explaining this cross 
by a 3:1 ratio , the progeny teut of 47 heterozygous to 30 
resistant had a PE of ^2,18 and D ,  1.07. These results are 
PE 
isignificant. The 47 heterozygous progenies splitting into 
85 4 resistant to 3O3 susceptible had a PE of ^31.44 and I) 
PE 
.43. 
The data in table XIV are tabulated according to the 
66. 
rust reaction in light of both year's results. Namely, if 
a progeny segregated in 1931 but produced only susceptible 
or resistant plants in 1933, the latter year's results 
were tabulated as heterozygous. In comparing the portion 
of the F3 progeny grown in 1931 with that of 1923, a close 
agresment in found. Assuming a 3:1 ratio the heterozygous 
progenies in 1931 had a PE of £8.58 and D . 3.56. In 1933 
PE 
the I'E of the heterozygous progenies was 46.0 and D. 1,65. 
PE 
The deviation from the calculated value is probably due to 
random sampling, and the results for either year are sig-
nif icant. 
In totaling the two years. D was only .43, indicating 
PE 
that the number of individual plants grown in each progeny 
in either 1921 or 1933 were too few. The same explanation 
is true in contrasting the resistant progenies with the 
heterozygous of either year separately with the total for 
both years. 
Eighty-three plants of the F3 generation were carried 
through the generation. All plants selected from homo­
zygous resistant and homozygcws susceptible rows, bred 
true for resistance or susceptibility respectively. In the 
heterozygous F3 rows, both resistant and susceptible F^ 
plants were selected and carried through the generation. 
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The susceptible F3 plants in the segregating rows, bred 
true for susceptibilityj one half of the resistant plants 
j segregated into 3 resistant plants to 1 susceptible, while 
the other half bred true for resistance. 
The F3 and F3 Progeny Tests of Resistant by Resist-
I ant Varieties. 
j 
i In order to further study the inheritance of resist-
I ance to stem rust, crosses were made between the two re-
I I sistant varieties, Iowa 105 and Green Russian. As shown i 
earlier (14) Iowa 105 possesses inherent resistance to 
! 
j stem rust. Additional crosses were mads between ^Vhite Ruas-
I 
I ian and Ruaicuxa. The latter parent was resistant but not 
i to as great a degree as White Russian. 
I 
Iowa 105 X Green Russian. 
i 
I The Fj^ generation of this cross was more resistant than 
; either parenj;; in fact only a few small rust pustules were 
! 
j fomd. The Fg generation, as shown in table XV, segregated 
I into a wide ratio of resistant to susceptible plants. Here, 
again, the resistant plants were more resistant than either 
parent. The susceptible plants were severely attacked. 
Class 277-4 gave 309 resistant to 0 siisceptible plants in 
i 1931, but the remnant seed of this cross segregated into 
I 186 resistant to 3 susceptible plants in 1933. 
68. 
An Fj progeny teat of Class 277-3 was studied in 1823, 
and repeated in 1933. The one susceptible Fg plant in Class 
277-3 produced 13 susceptible plants in 1933 and 9S sus­
ceptible plants in 1923. The 1000 F4 plants secured from 
the 1933 Fj susceptible plants, all bred true for suscep­
tibility in 1923. In 1923, 333 resistant Fg plants segreg­
ated int© 344 progenies, which bred true for resistance, 
to 89 which segregated. Since only 30 seeds were planted 
from each Fg plant for the F^ progeny test, it is probable 
that 344 resistaiit to 89 susceptible progenies does not ex­
press the true ratio. It is doubtful if sufficient seeds 
were produced by all F3 plants to express as wide a ratio 
as is necessary for this cross. 
Table XV. 
Iowa 105 X n-reen Hussian. 
Class Fi Respcff ise Fs R68T)OTiSe 
r. 8.  
277-1 resistant 333 0 
377-2 tt 346 0 
277-3 n 265 1 
377-4 
(1922) 
tt 309 0 
277-4 
(1933) 
n 186 3 
277-5 n 256 0 
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White Russian x Ruakura. 
Both ,the Ihits Russian and Ruakura were clasaified as 
• ^ 
resistant, ^ut the latter showed consistently more stem 
rust. All df the plants, of the four families carried 
through the F3 generation, were resistant, as shown in 
table X^'I/ The crosses of these parents responded similar-
ly to tHpse ;0f Iowa 105 x Green Russian. These results in­
dicated Itl^'e existence of several factors, which were res­
ponsible, for the inheritance of resistance to stem rust, but 
/ r ^ further/work is necessary to determine their exact number 
and reglqti^. An especially large progeny test must be 
grown,'to ej^press this ratio. 
/ / : '  Table XVI. 
White Russian x Ruakura. 
ClaiSs r : Fi Response 
» 
« 
* 
. 
: r. 
Fa Response 
: 8. 
f; • resistant •245 1 
371-3 ] • ;i n 100 0 
371-S » 335 5 
37l>+4 •; 
^ • •  '1  
n  154 0 
•Number' of plants. 
;; 
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SUMMARY. 
1. Thirteen species and one variety of Rhanmua, indig-
enoua to the United States and thrse species native to 
Europe, were tested as alternate hosts of crown rust 
("Pucoinia coronata Corda. ) 
3. Rh^mnua neyadensis was not infected by teleutoapores 
on Avena sativa. Calamaarostia cariadenais. Festuca el~ 
atior or Hotholcua lanatus. Thirteen native specieB and 
the cultivated, European species, Hhamnm oathartica 
and H. frangula. were infected with Puccinia ooronata. 
3. Caanothus eunericanus. Lepargyrea ary.entia. and Zizvrhus 
Ivoioldes did not respond as alternate hosts of Pucclnla 
coronata. Berchemia scandens was infected with; teleut- ' 
ospores of Avena sativa in May, 1934. LerarRvrea canaden-
sis produced aecidia when exposed to infection with teleut­
oapores on Calamagrostis punpurasoens. 
4, In the 830 plan^iAgs of Rhaagius cathartica. located in 
ths Upper Mississippi VaU'ey during 1923, therre were 89496 
counted bushes and 34018 feet of hedge iwhdre t^he bushes 
were not counted. Nearly 100 percent of the bushes. locat-
\ 
ed in the country, had aecidial infection during M^y} and 
early June. ; ; \  
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5. For the past nine years, aecidial infection was pres­
ent on Rliainnus oathartioa and H. lanoeolata in Iowa, prev­
ious to^' the appearance of uredoapore sori on oats. 
•J 
6. Rhaionus oathartioa and R. lanoeolata started the init­
ial infection of ^ucoinia ooronata in Iowa, during the 
past four years. 
7. The time of day as influenced by such factors as temp­
erature and relative humidity is one factor influencing 
the success of crossing oat varieties at Ames, Iowa and 
Iron River, Wiscaaisin. Cut of 770 oat crosses, no seeds 
were secured from pollination between 10:30 A.M. and 3:30 
P.M. 'Pollination at the time of emasculation is more apt 
to produce selfed seeds, while pollination 34 to 72 hours 
after emasculation gave true crosses and a higher percent­
age of fertility than after Icxiger periods. Diisting the 
stigma with pollsn produced a higher percentage of fertile 
\ 
seeds, than inserting the whole anther between the leinnia 
and palea. No decrease in percent of fertile seeds was 
secured by using pollen stored from one to four days. How­
ever, no fertile seeds were secured with pollen stored 11 
to IS days. 
8. HybricJ' vigor, as expressed by yield of seed in the 
generation, causes oats to be excellent material for inher­
73. 
itance studies,. 
9. The specialized form of stem rust was determilsed as 
Puccini a graroinia avenae Form 2. Monarch Selection of 
Ktheridge was infected normally, while White Russian was 
highly resistant. 
10. Large uredospore aori are directly correlated with sus­
ceptibility to Pucoinia graminia avenae. 
11. Resiatance to P. r ram in i a avenae io daninant and based 
on a single factor difference in certain cat crosses. Nat­
ional X White Tartar and Lincoln x White Tartar gave the 
ratio of one homozygous resistant to two heterozygous to 
one homozygous susceptible rows in the Fg generation. 
12. T- h e  g e n e r a t i o n s  o f  B u r t  c r o s s e s  w e r e  r e s i s t a n t  o r  .  
susceptible. At least three genetically different Burts 
that breed true for susceptibility, were found. Some Burts 
carry an inhibitor factor which prevents resistance. Crosses 
involving such a Burt, were susceptible in the F^ and seg­
regated in a 3 resistant to 13 susceptible ratio in the F^ 
generation. In the F^ progeny tests, these resistant Fg 
plants segregated into one homozygous resistant to two het­
erozygous rows. Tlift latter split into the ratio of three 
resistant plants to one susceptible. When the F^ gener­
73. 
ation, in a Burt x f^^reen Russian cross, was reaistemt, 
the F3 segregated into 3 resistant plants to 1 suscep­
tible i when the was susceptible, the F2 segregated 
into 3 resistant to 13 susceptible. 
13» In making crosses between resistant parents, as lov^a 
1G3 X Green Russian and Ruakura x White Russian, the F]^ 
generation was resistant. A few susceptible plants were 
produced in the Fg generation and some progenies segreg­
ated in tho Fj. It is probable that there are.several 
factors involved in the inheritance of rust resistance. 
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TABLE X,: 
Inheritance of resistance to Puccinia 
grarainis avenae as shown by a Burt x 
Hhite -Russian cross. 
F3 Progeny test. 
Homo.; Het. 
504-1 X 35 
5 04-3 X 48 
504-3 X 50 
504-4 X 46 
504-5 X 15 36 
504-6 X 60 
504-7 X 61 
504-8 X 34 
5 04-9 X 61 
504-10 X 55 
504-11 X 55 
504-13 X 11 56 
504-13 X 11 43 
504-14 X 18 
504-15 X 5 11 
504-16 X 4 14 
5 04-17 X 30 34 
505-1 X 15 5 
5 05-3 X 10 38 
505-3 X 40 
505-4 X 54 
505-6 X 17 39 
5 05 -6 X 60 
5 05-7 X 56 
505 -8 X 34 9 
5 05-9 X 60 
505-10 X 56 
505-11 X 6 49 
505-13 X 41 
5C5-13 X 35 
5 05-14 X 63 
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Table X. 
Fg- • : Fg-Progeny-teatn 
Homo.: Het« 
No. : r . ;  8t J r. : B. *. r. ' . 8 .  
5 05-15 X 13 3 
5 06-16 X 17 32 
5C5-17 X 63 
5 C5 -18 X 47 
506-1 X 70 
5 06-2 X 55 
506-3 X 45 
506-4 X 9 47 
506-5 X 49 
5 06-6 X 62 
506-7 X 7 33 
5 06-8 X 7 47 
5 06-9 X 18 
506-10 X 14 
5 06-11 X 3 14 
5 06-12 X 14 6 
5 06-13 X 57 
5 06-14 X 61 
5 06-15 X 7 55 
506-16 X 4 87 
5 06-17 X 46 
506-18 X 37 
507-1 X 27 
5 07 -3 X 40 
5 07-3 X 5 13 
507-4 X 26 
5 07-5 X 7 53 
5 07-6 X 15 
5 07-7 X 8 40 
507-8 X 4 10 
507-8 X 5 33 
507-10 X 12 4 
507-11 X S 54 
507-13 X 9 2 
507-13 X 4 13 
507-14 X 56 
507-15 X 15 37 
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Table X. 
Fq t F., Progeny test. 
• • " f  «
« 
- O— 
t • 
• • 
• 
• Homo, Het. 
No. : r. : 9.: r. : a. : T' : 9. 
507-16 X 15 37 
507-17 X 7 25 
507-18 X 17 
507-19 X 7 31 
507-20 X 2 26 
5 08-1 X 5 16 
5 08-3 X 7 51 
5 08-3 X 53 
5 08-4 X 10 43 
508-6 X 55 
508-6 X 66 
508-7 X 15 4 
508-8 X 56 7 
508-9 X 61 
508-10 X 65 
5 08-11 X 41 
508-13 X 8 19 
508-13 X 24 
5 08-14 X 19 
508-15 X 67 
5 08-16 X 63 
508-17 X 7 21 
509-1 X 4 40 
509-2 ?c 5 30 
5 09-3 X 3 27 
509-4 X 50 
509-6 X 9 
509-6 X 30 
509-7 X 37 
509-8 X 10 30 
509-9 X 60 
509-10 X 23 
509-11 X 26 
509-13 X 43 
509-13 X 27 
5 09-14 X 37 
509-15 X 23 
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Table X, 
Fg 1 IProgenv test* 
* • • ^ 
Homo* Hst* 
Noi i r. t s.: r. t s * ; r. : s« 
5 09-16 t
o
 
5 09-17 X 13 49 
509-13 X 38 
509-19 X 33 
510-1 X 45 
510-3 X 43 
510-3 ?C 47 
510-4 X 35 
510-5 X 41 
510-6 X 30 
510-7 X 36 
510-8 X 40 
510-© X 58 
510-10 47 
510-11 X 34 
510-13 X 34 
510-13 X 38 
510-14 X 4 40 
5 10-15 X 4^ 
5 10-16 X 11 
511-1 X 18 
511-3 X 35 
511-3 X 5 
511-4 X 5 30 
511-5 X 3 34 
5 11-6 X 7 86 
5.11-7 X tiO 
b ii-o X 37 
5 11-9 X 13 3 
511-10 X 14 
511-11 X 30 
511-13 X 35 10 
511-13 X 33 
511-14 X 33 
511-15 X 7 31 
511-16 X 7 33 
511-17 X 7 18 
?8. 
Table X, 
Fp ; Fr,- Progeny test. 
• 9 i ^ * 
« 
« 
» k : Homo. Het • 
lo. ; r.: 3. : r. t g. : r. : s. 
511-18 X 14 19 
511-19 X 17 
511-30 X 17 4 
511-31 X 19 5 
5 13-1 X 3 31 
5 13-2 X 3 32 
513-3 X 31 
513-4 X 35 
513-5 X 15 4 
513-6 X 17 28 
513-7 X 12 7 
513-8 X 17 4 
513-9 X 19 7 
513-10 X 30 3 
513-11 X 35 8 
513-18 X ? 
513-13 X 34 
518-14 X 19 
513-15 X 39 10 
513-16 X 6 34 
513-17 X 12 18 
513-18 X 2 13 
513-19 X 30 8 
513-1 X 30 6 
513-3 X 5 10 
513-3 X 5 16 
513-4 X 8 24 
513-5 X 10 25 
513-6 X 10 15 
513-7 X 30 
513-8 X 30 
513-S X 23 
513-10 X 17 
513-11 X 27 
513-12 X 3 33 
513-13 X 3 12 
513-14 X 23 
513-15 X 6 18 
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Table X. 
F2 : Frs Progeny test. 
» « i • 
• • 
• » 
• 
ft 
• 
• Hotso. Het. 
No. : r.: s.: r. ; s. ; r. • ;  8. 
613-16 X 23 
514-1 X 31 
514-8 X 29 
514-3 X 9 28 
5 14-4 X 32 
514-5 X 27 
514-6 4 24 
514-7 X 6 26 
514-8 X 31 
514-9 X 23 
514-10 X 7 
514-11 X 28 
514-13 X 31 
514-13 X 32 
514-14 X 40 
514-15 X 7 21 
514-18 X 35 
514-17 X 23 
515-1 X 30 
515-3 X 6 26 
515-3 X 8 20 
515-4 X 8 21 
515-5 X 32 
515-6 X 3 17 
515-7 X 4 
515-8 X 37 
515-9 X 33 
515-10 X 10 32 
515-11 X 39 
515-12 X 21 
515-13 X 11 15 
515-14 X 24 
515-15 X 3 16 
515-16 X 10 42 
515-17 X 5 35 
515-13 X 5 30 
515-18 X 19 6 
515-1 X 6 34 
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Table X, 
« 
t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
m k 
• IF 
c 
• 
* HOTBO# Hot, 
Uo. : y* • A t #  f?. • r. * G. : r. : a. • 
516-3 X a 31 
51S-3 X 7 30 
515-4 X r; SI 
516-5 X 1 5 
516-^8 X 6 
51C>-7 X 4 10 
516-8 X 30 
516-9 X 6 19 
5la-iO X 35 8 
516-11 X 7 17 
516-12 X 19 3 
516-13 X 6 11 
516-14 X 7 39 
516-35 X S 13 
518-16 X 7 31 
516-17 X ao 
516-18 13 40 
517-1 X 30 3 
517-S X 18 
5 17-3 3? 13 3 
517-4 X 6 3 
517-5 X IS 4 
5i7-e X rf5 5 
517-7 X 18 
517-8 X 8 a5 
517-9 X 10 36 
517-10 X 10 8 
517-11; X 41 15 
517-12 X 11) 4 
517-13 X 27 
517-14 X 16 
517-15 J? 20 
517-16 X 3 13 
517-17 X 5 35 
517-13 X 9 27 
518-1 X 14 
5 16-2 3 15 
5 18-3 X 13 
31. 
Tabls X. 
F2P 
• 
t 
' F N Proeenv- test. 
• • 
-» % 
* ' • 
^ F 
• 
: He tmo. Het. 
In, : r.: s. : r, t s, t r* : s. 
51B~4 X 5 15 
5i8-v5 X 19 6 
518-6 X 15 
518-7 .X 83 
518-8 X 16 
5 X8-9 X 27 
518-10 X 11 
518-11 K 11 
518-12 X 21 
518-13 X 17 
518-14 X 15 
518-15 X 4 17 
518-16 X 1 6 
518-17 X 6 7 
51S-1S X 5 33 
530-1 X 5 37 
630-3 /W 9 31 
520-3 X 11 
yr 23 
in-" v-' V' X 3 17 
5B0-6 X 3 19 
5 30-7 X 5 3 
5 30-8 X 16 
5 30-9 X 10 
530-10 X 13 
5 30-11 y 24 
5 30-lS X 35 
5 SO-13 X 5 16 
5 30-14 X 18 
530-15 X 3 33 
530-lS X 4 17 
530-17 X 4 18 
5 20-ia X 17 
530-19 X Q 1 
531-1 X 16 
5 31-2 X 16 4 
5 31-3 X R5 
531-4 X 2 9 
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Table X. 
^2 
« 
• 
> l^roKeny test. 
« 
• 
« 
• » 
» 
« 
• 
• 
• 
• Hofflo* Het. 
No. :  r .  • s. « • r. : 0. : r .  : s. 
531-5 X  27 
521-6 X 25 
531-7 X 17 
5 21-S X  4 3 • 
521-9 X 28 
531-10 X 23 
5 21-11 X 25 
5 21-12 X o ft/ 
5 21-13 X 23 
521-14 X 4 IB 
521-15 X 35 
521-16 X 26 
521-17 V 36 
531-18 X 4 33 
5 21-19 X 17 
Totals 58 251 
8'6. 
TABIiE xil 
The F3 Response of Lincoln x White Tartar 
to Puccinia graminis avenae. 
• • « 
: 1931 : : 1933 . ; Totals 1931 and 1933. 
PI. : Homo. : Het « • • Homo. • Het. t . Homo . Het. 
NO. :  r . :  s. : r. : 8. : r. : s • • « r . :  s . :  r. ; B. : r. : 8 . 
1 16 6 6 0 33 6 
2 17 4 4 1 21 5 
3 13 5 4 1 17 6 
4 19 3 4 4 23 7 
5 15 3 4 3 19 5 
6 18 2 3 3 21 4 
7 20 0 7 0 37 0 
8 13 6 6 0 19 6 
9 19 3 4 3 33 4 
10 18 4 6 0 34 4 
11 16 0 1 5 17 5 
13 30 0 6 0 36 0 
13 16 4 5 0 31 4 
14 15 4 3 1 18 5 
16 14 5 6 0 30 5 
16 16 3 3 6 18 9 
17 18 0 6 0 34 0 
IS 18 0 6 0 34 0 
19 17 3 5 1 23 3 
SO 20 0 6 1 36 1 
21 0 31 0 3 0 34 
23 5 11 5 0 10 11 
23 0 19 0 8 0 27 
34 31 0 6 0 27 0 
25 33 0 3 3 35 3 
36 19 3 8 0 37 2 
37 19 0 6 3 35 2 
38 0 31 — — 0 21 
39 0 20 0 4 0 24 
30 31 1 4 1 35 2 
31 0 33 0 4 0 26 
33 30 3 3 3 33 5 
3I. ""30 0 8 0 38 0 
• 
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Tatole XII 
» • 
• 1931 • * 1933 • Totals 1931 & :  1933 
PI. : Homo. Het. « • Homo. Het. • • Homo 9 Het. 
Ho. i r. : s. : r. : s « r. t s. : r. t s » « « r. : s. : r. ; s. 
34 33 0 33 0 
35 17 3 0 3 17 6 
36 31 1 1 1 33 3 
37 33 0 3 0 35 0 
38 30 0 3 1 33 1 
38 35 0 2 0 37 0 
40 16 3 3 1 18 3 
41 30 0 4 0 34 0 
43 34 0 3 0 36 0 
43 34 0 3 0 37 0 
44 32 0 3 0 0 
45 31 0 6 0 37 0 
46 33 0 3 0 36 0 
47 18 4 1 0 19 4 
48 35 0 1 0 36 0 
49 0 31 0 1 0 33 
50 18 1 5 1 33 3 
51 18 4 5 0 33 4 
53 0 19 0 7 0 36 
53 0 31 0 6 0 37 
54 20 3 5 0 35 3 
55 18 0 6 0 34 0 
56 30 0 7 6 37 0 
57 30 0 8 0 38 0 
58 30 1 5 3 25 3 
59 0 19 0 7 0 26 
60 0 18 0 7 0 25 
61 15 3 4 3 19 6 
63 18 0 7 0 35 0 
63 0 18 0 7 0 25 
64 14 3 5 1 19 4 
65 30 0 9 0 39 0 
66 0 30 0 6 0 36 
67 0 18 0 6 0 34 
68 14 4 5 3 18 7 
69 17 1 6 3 33 3 
70 13 6 5 3 18 8 
71 18 0 9 0 37 0 
73 18 0 8 0 36 0 
f 
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Table XII 
• 
« 
• 
« 
4 
• 1921 • 1933 • * Totals 1931 &• 1933 
VI. 1 Homo. Ket • • HOzno. Het. * i Homo • ' Het 
NO. : r. i 3. : r. : a. : r. : 3.: r.; 8 * • « r. : 8. : r. : S V 
73 14 4 5 4 19 o. JUi 
74 12 7 3 1 15 8 
75 15 0 6 0 31 0 
76 31 0 8 0 29 0 
7? 18 0 18 0 
78 0 22 0 5 0 27 
79 17 4 — 17 4' 
80 30 0 — - 20 0 
81 0 21 0 31 
83 34 0 — 34 0 
83 14 4 4 1 18 5 
84 SO 0 3 0 33 0 
85 17 0 — - 17 0 
86 17 3 3 3 19 5 
87 15 8 3 1 18 9 
88 17 3 3 0' 30 2 
89 16 4 4 0 30 4 
90 0 23 0 4 0 26 
91 30 0 3 0 23 0 
93 13 8 6 0 18 8 
93 12 9 5 3 17 11 
94 13 8 3 3 15 11 
95 13 4 4 1 17 5 
96 15 5 6 0 31 5 
97 14 6 5 1 19 7 
98 13 8 4 1 17 9 
99 31 0 3 0 24 0 
100 10 7 5 3 15 10 
101 0 30 0 4 0 24 
103 31 0 9 0 30 0 
103 0 20 0 8 0 28 
104 0 20 0 7 0 27 
105 6 10 9 0 15 10 
106 16 5 3 4 19 9 
107 16 3 4 1 30 1 
108 18 0 9 0 37 0 
109 17 0 8 0 25 0 
110 16 5 4 1 30 6 
111 13 8 7 0 19 8 
113 13 7 4 2 17 9 
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Table XII 
1921 1933 : Totals 1931 &.1983 
n. : Homo. Het Homo. Het . J Homo. Het 
KG. : r. : 
113 16 4 6 0 23 4 
114 21 1 4 1 25 3 
115 17 5 1 4 18 9 
. 116 0 19 0 8 0 27 
:117 17 3 6 1 23 4 
~ 118 16 6 6 1 22 7 
119 17 1 6 3 S3 3 
13G 31 0 5 0 26 0 
121 11 10 1 2 12 13 
132 0 19 0 7 0 26 
133 13 6 7 1 19 7 
134 0 18 0 7 0 25 
135 13 6 5 3 18 9 
136 13 8 5 0 17 8 
137 31 0 7 0 28 0 
138 20 1 O 1 26 3 
139 15 5 7 0 22 5 
130 C 18 0 8 0 36 
131 20 0 4 0 34 0 
133 19 3 6 0 25 3 
133 19 0 5 0 24 0 
134 15 2 7 0 21 3 
135 13 4 6 1 18 5 
136 17 1 5 3 23 3 
137 11 9 6 3 17 11 
138 0 19 0 6 0 25 
139 0 16 0 11 0 27 
, 
140 16 3 6 0 22 2 
141 0 18 0 7 0 25 
143 7 14 7 0 14 14 
143 12 9 5 0 17 9 
144 0 30 0 5 0 25 
145 0 32 0 3 0 25 
146 14 1 9 0 23 1 
147 16 3 8 0 34 3 
148 15 0 10 0 25 0 
149 0 30 0 6 0 36 
150 0 21 0 6 0 27 
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Table XII 
• » * 
• • • » • • • . 
: 1931 t 1933 . -.Totals 19S1 & 1933 
'PI. : Homo. Hat. t Homo. Het. '• Homo. 
lo. 1 r. : s. : r. : s. : r. : B. : r. : 3. : r. : s. : r, : s. 
151 0 31 0 4 0 25 
153 0 30 0 S 0 26 \ 
153 15 7 1 3 18 9 
15 4 19 0 6 0 25 0 
155 8 13 6 1 14 13 
156 14 5 4 1 18 6 
157 19 0 5 0 34 0 \ 
158 13 5 6 0 19' 5 
159 30 0 3 0 23 0 
160 19 1 6 0 • 25 i r 1 
161 16 3 9 1 25 ' , 4 
163 14 0 4 0 18 0 
163 0 16 0 7 0 33 
164 7 14 2' 4 9 IS 
165 9 8 8 0 17 8 
166 15 4 15 4 
167 0 15 0 3 0 18 
168 13 7 o 3 18 10 
169 11 6 5 0 16 , 6 
170 0 18 0 5 0 23 
171 0 0 5 0 31 
173 0 18 0 8 0 36 
173 11 7 5 1 16 8 
174 0 18 0 8 0 36 
' 175 16 4 1 1 17 5 
Totals 877 734 1403 417 317 314 435 118 1094 948 1836 537 
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TABLE XIV 
The F3 Response of Natlcsnai x Ihite Tartar 
to Puccinia graminia avenae. 
1S21 1933 t Totals 1931 & 1933 
PI. : Homo. Het t « • Hoiso Het. i Homo. Het • 
No. : r. : a. : r. : s. : r.: s • • • r.: 3. : r. : 8. t r. : 8. 
176 0 30 0 4 0 34 
177 19 0 — — 19 0 
178 13 6 nm 13 6 
179 13 4 0 16 4 
180 17 0 6 0 23 0 
181 0 18 0 5 0 23 
183 11 6 3 3 14 8 
183 16 3 6 0 22 3 
184 15 ? 3 3 18 6 
185 0 15 0 6 0 31 
186 18 0 5 0 33 0 
187 13 ? 4 1 17 8 
i 188 18 1 4 0 23 1 
! 188 16 5 3 3 18 7 
180 6 13 7 1 13 13. 
i 181 0 18 0 5 0 24 
! 192 16 3 5 3 31 5 
1 183 30 0 4 0 24 0 
i 194 16 3 5 3 21 4 
i 195 16 4 3 3 18 7 
i 196 17 4 3 1 20 5 
197 13 7 6 1 18 8 
1 198 16 5 5 3 21 8 
i 199 0 31 0 6 0 37 
i 200 0 20 0 4 0 34 
i 301 10 8 5 1 15 9 
! 202 0 18 0 4 0 33 
203 16 4 5 1 31 5 
304 15 3 3 0 18 9 
3CS 14 6 3 1 17 7 
i 306 0 17 0 9 0 36 
307 11 Q 6 2 17 11 
308 17 4 6 3 23 6 
309 16 0 5 0 21 0 
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Table XIV 
1901 1933 : Totals 1931 & 1933 
PI. : Homo. '•let • » Horeo. Het. • « Homo. Het •' 
>IO* T.; B. : r. : a. : r. • s. t r.: s « • • r.; a. : r^: 8. 
310 0 18 0 8 0 36 
311 19 0 7 0 0 
313 18 0 5 0 33 0 
313 14 6 6 1 30 7 
314 <:) 18 0 8 0 36 
315 11 5 S 1 17 6 
316 17 0 7 G 24 0 
317 0 14 0 7 0 31 
318 9 9 3 1 11 10 
319 18 0 7 0 35 0 
320 . 13 7 5 3 18 10 
331 •' 19 0 8 0 37 0 
332 B o 7 3 15 11 
333 15 2 6 1 31 3 
324 0 19 0 7 0 36 
325 10 8 5 0 15 8 
336 to
 
o
 
0 5 0 25 0 / 
337 0 21 Q 7 0 38 
328 16 0 8 0 34 0 
IS 0 7 0 35 0 
330 0 31 0 6 0 37 
331 13 S 5 0 6 
333 10 7 6 0 IS 7 
• 333 17 0 8 3 35 3 
334 15 4 7 1 23 5 
335 3^ 0 ~ — — 30 0 
338 19 0 7 0 26 0 
337 18 0 6 0 84 0 
338 0 17 0 8 0 35 
339 13 1 7 1 •30 3 
340 13 3 7 1 30 4 
CO
 
30 0 4 0 34 0 
343- 13 5 5 4 17 3 
243 17 J. a 1 25 3 
344 7 9 9 1 16 10 
345 15 6 5 1 30 7 
346 11 7 4 3 15 9 
347 17 2 3 3 19 4 
348 83 0 S 0 39 C 
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Table XIV 
» • - 0 
1931 i 1833 ;Totala 1331 & 1933 
^1. Homo. Het. : Hofijo. Hs 4-U • ; HOJ2O. • He 4. u • 
m. : r.: 8. : r. : s.: r.; 3 . : r. •• 3* * t* * i x « • 3. ; r. : 0. 
' 248 33 0 6 0 39 0 
249 14 4 5 1 19 5 
850 14 5 3 1 17 6 
i 30 0 4 0 34 0 
253 13 5 4 3 17 7 
353 0 30 0 3 0 23 
254 20 0 3 0 33 0 
255 0 30 0 3 0 32 
35 6 13 5 2 3 14 8 
S57 11 8 6 3 17 11 
258 0 18 0 4 0 22 
359 16 3 4 1 20 4 
360 0 19 0 10 0 39 
361 11 7 8 0 19 7 
Totala 375 353 626 338 103 113 288 65 478 465 854 303 
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Plats 1,- Lspargyraa canadenaia showing aecidial cups 
from teleutosporeo on CalamagrOBtiB purpur-
eecans. 
Plate 3." Oat Breeding K"ur8ery in 1923 showing each plant 
tagged individually. 
Plate 3.-- Oats adjoining a Rharanuo cathartica hedge at 
Masonville, Iowa. The cats adjoining the hedge 
scarcely headed. The whole field was a total 
loaa. Picture taken July 13, 1933. 
Plate 4.~ Same as plrite 3, but on further side of field. 
Adjoining fields yielded only ten bushels an 
acre. Picture taken July 13, 1933. 
Plate 5.- Hybrid Vigor in a Burt x TShite Ruasian Crosa. 
Starting on left: Burt (parent) Fi, Fg, White 
Russian (parent). 
flato 6 . -  3. National (suaceptible) 
8. "White Tartar (resistant) 
Plats 7.- Size of uredosori in a progeny of Lincoln x 
•Whits Tartar, 
1. Large pustule (ausceptible) 
3. Intermediate pustule (a susceptible plant 
vfhich partially escaped ruat) 
3. Small pustule (resistant) 
Plate 8.- 3. Lincoln (susceptible) 
4. White Tartar (resistant) 
Plate 9.- Fj progeny of Burt x Tfhite Russian showing 
susceptible (left) and resistant (right) 
growing side by aide in nursery row in 1923. 
Plate 1 
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